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A Politic*! Tip.
T , . "* Bonn an tha banch by the tee there
conversation. Jones, 
•till in hia hand, and 
W l m i  on hia fat knee, gazed thought* 
'M y  tip the hill where he would fain 
M l  hia next ball, and listened to the 
'M ilo v  who, sitting beside him, beat 
i a m t h  between his feet with the head 
M i l l  driver as he talked. And as he 
g flfff ha Wind hit eyes to the narrow 
down whieh they nad come. A 
f i l l  of oaddi* ran jingling up the hill 
Oftd dowd the path twe men were 
nonring them. The leader was a tall 
*an of perhaps sixty years with a dis- 
rinetion about him, the look which 
M old  go with race but whieh is some- 
Moms misplaced and fittea to 
liaapla ohataeter. 8o it happened that 
Oarit Duke. the United States senator, 
teltll tka bluest blood of the countiy in 
hfate, was small and insignificant, while 
this self-made man, who began life as 
0  shopkeeper in a small town, had the 
air af a prince. He stopped and stood 
•Beat, Ikriendly, as he saw the two on 
H # bench. Duke spoke.
**Paaa ns, won't you, Senator Muir,” 
h i aaid. "I've done up Jones and he's
got to leeuscitate before we play this 
•*ho*.
Mnir want straight to the sand-box 
•a ha anawatad in half a doxen words. 
MThank yon," ha said. " I  hope Mr. 
J ob*  will recover. It's seldom fatal,” 
and there was a clean-cut sound as bis 
driver struck the ball, and a whirr as 
h i rose and soared up, far up the hill 
Otar tha worst in tbs cauise.
AH four watched spellbound as Mnir'e 
aaddy van on and on up the hill, and
stopped well over its brow.
“ Beauty !” pronounced the Senator, 
and Jones sighed.
“ Must be two hundred yards,” he 
said, solemnly.
The new-comers strode off, and the 
eyes of the two met each other. There 
was silence for a long minute, and the 
Senator suddenly began, as if taking up 
a conversation where it had been drop 
ped.
“ I regard it mostly as a question of 
confidence,” be said. “ Muir is the 
abler man ; he would make the better 
governor. But it is important—it is 
absolute necessary, as )ou know, Jones 
that the next governor should not ob­
struct this street-railroad franchise tax 
bill of ours. And now comes a fact 
which I tiave just learned, the fact to 
which I referred in my letter. I un­
derstand Mnir has large interests in 
the street railways in Rivertown, and 
this bill would cut into then severely 
You can’t expect the man to be an­
xious for a measure that would take 
twenty-five thousand dollars out of his 
pocket.”
The chairman stuck out hia under 
lip. “ Muir told me that he approved 
of the bill—that he hoped his passage 
would not be obstructed.” “ So he 
said to me also,” the Senator agreed 
“ And if he is a man of exceptional 
honor he may be sincere. But it is a 
danger. It would be a temptation, to 
many men, to take the governorship on 
tie  understanding that he must sacrifice 
the money, and then balk at throwing 
away .twenty-five thousand. Once 
governor he can pass that bill or veto 
it, and* plenty of fine reasons could be 
found for a veto. It’s a ticklish case,” 
and the Senator batted the sand firmly 
with his driver.
Jonea rubbed his damp handkerchief 
consideringly over his bald head. “ He’s 
the best candidate we have to put for­
ward,” he said. “ Popular, very popu­
lar. And a man of brains. But of 
eourse there’s Harrison ; the convention 
will divide between these. two. We 
can count on Harrison for doing as we 
wish.”
“ That just where it is,” agreed the 
Senator. “ We can count on Harrison 
and we can't on Muir. Muir is a devil 
of a chap for reserve. I can’t make 
him out. He may be as high minded 
and simple as he .appears, and he may 
be deep and slippery. I wish I knew.’’ 
“ We know Harrison,” Jones sug­
gested.
The Senator smiled sarcastically. 
“ He’s not difficult. It’s too bad to 
give the people a figurehead for a 
governor, but it won’t be the first time, 
and he’s not a bad sort. We could put 
him through. Yet Muir would make 
a fine chief executive-^we could be 
proud of him.’'  He stopped and then 
went on. “ He hasn’t an idea we know 
about that stock of his. Don't mention 
it, for it might complicate things. You 
and I will decide this nomination,” and 
he looked at the perspiring chairman 
and almost added aloud—“ and I will 
decide you.” “ The convention will be 
about even for Muir and Harrison ; 
we’ll merely have to ewing a few votes 
to decide it. And it all hangs, rather 
curiously, on a moral point—whether 
Muir is or is not to be relied upon.”
“ My advice is to nail the man we 
are sure of,” said the chairman, and 
the Senator arose.
“ I’m inclined to think so, but the 
convention is not until Friday and this 
is Tuesday. Now let’s play golf—that’s 
more important. My honor, isn’t it ?” 
He put his hand deep into the box 
of wet sand and patted a tee into shape 
and laid a ball tenderly on its peak. 
He swung ihe driver once again and 
then took his position in careful form. 
“ Fore !” he shouted across the little 
valley, and the caddies, deep in dis­
cussion, jumped and stood alert.
Half an .hour later, on the ninth 
green, close b> the club-house, the 
Senator, with a theatrical twelve-foot 
put accomplished the destruction of Mr. 
Jones, and the latter, breathing heavily 
drew cut his watch.
“ By Jove !” he announced, “ I’ve 
got to run for it to make that car. 
Senator, will you pay my caddy—see 
you tomorrow,” and he disappeared in­
to the house with lumbering celerity.
The Senator poured silver into one
land with the other, and drew the 
caddies into conversation as he counted, 
tor he was by way of being an amateur 
in humanity, this man of the world who 
had been l»orn well and bred well and 
had lived well, who ‘had seen most of 
the complicated phases of society which 
the world has to show, and had come 
by that circuitous route to the know­
ledge of the charm of simplicity. He 
liked to hear these boys talk for the 
raw human nature which sunned itself, 
unshadowed by conventionality, in 
their startling sentences.
There were few women at the Coun­
try Club today and the men were all 
out playing on the links—the house 
looked quFe deserted. The Sena­
tor was all at once aware that he was 
standing transfixed on the edge o the 
green, and staring brazenly at a strang­
er. He moved slowly in, but his eyes 
dwelt still as he moved, lingeringly, on 
the sober little figure, and as he looked 
he saw the ball of wool fall and roll 
softly toward him. He sprang to pick 
it up eagerly—he had so many times 
picked up big, soft lilac balls like this 
and laying down his clubs he held it 
toward her with a smile.
“ I hope it isn’t soiled,” he said— 
the Senator’s manner could be very 
winning when he chose.
“ Thank you, sir, very much”—there 
was distinct primness and shyness in 
the old-fashioned speech, but the Sena­
tor liked it. He held the light round 
mass in his hand a moment more, mak- 
a pretext of brushing off dust.
The Senator kept his eyes firmly on 
tha knitting, and his matter-of-fact, 
friendly ;voice was reassuring. “ In­
deed I don’t see why you shouldn't wear 
the pinks and blues,” he said with a 
sort of gentle authority, as he might 
have said it to Aunt Rosina. “ I think 
you—I think it .would be charming,” 
and he lifted his gaze to see a flush 
creeping over the delicate wrinkles, and 
making the childlike old face, as he 
iad said, charming. It had been a 
very pretty girl who had evolved into 
into this staid and quakerlike little 
woman of sixty, and the beauty and 
the youth were part of her yet. He 
went on quickly, for the shy look in 
those girlish blue eyes—“ But there is 
nothing prettier than lavender, and I 
like very much to see women—to see 
ladies knitting. “ What is it you’re 
making ?” he inquired turning a glance 
of ignorant masculine appreciation at 
the soft pile in her lap.
She held it up to show him. “ It’s 
a short of shawl to throw over your 
shoulders on cool evenings,” she ex­
plained, earnestly. “ We used to call 
all such things fascinators, but that 
word is going out of fashion now, I’m 
told. You gentlemen don’t know much 
about them, I ‘presume,” and she smil­
ed at him as if making allowance. 
Then she went on cheerily. “ The 
ladies arouad here don’t do much fancy 
work, I’ve naticed, but my 1 you waste 
a power of time if you sit with your 
fingers idle here at the Country Club. 
Jim—ray husband, likes I should come 
out with him while he’s playing the 
golf, and it’s real pretty and I enjoy it. 
We haven’t lived here but two months, 
and I don’t know many of the ladies 
yet, but they seem nice and friendly, 
what I do know, and last Saturday 
they made made me take tea and cakes 
with them. Tm a little timid about 
meeting strangers, but Jim—why he 
never seems to think about himself.
I believe if he was to meet the King of 
England he [wouldn’t give a thought 
to whether he was behaving the right 
way but would just take an interest in 
the King to see if he was a smart man, 
and had brains enough to suit him. 
He’s the least conceited of any person 
I know, but yet heknever seems to have 
an idea that there’s anybody any better 
than he is—that’s Jim—Mr. Muir, I 
mean.”
The Senator gave a slight start, but 
the little woman in the gray gown did 
not notice it. She was ^launched on a 
subject that pleased her and preoccu­
pied with its interests.
“ It’s funny isn’t it, howjfolks change 
as they grow older ?” she inquired 
“ Now when Jim and I kept company 
in Berryville—that’s five miles from 
Rivertown—I was always called the 
lively one of the ^two. My father was
the doctor and we had a big house and 
two horses, and we girls had lots of 
beaux, and I was always one for going. 
The other girls joked me a good deal 
when 1 took Jim. They said I would 
have to talk to him and then answer 
myself—he was that quiet. But I 
didn’t care—1 was smart enough to 
know a real man when I saw him.” 
And what more could I want, he’s a 
man of his word—character counts for 
success in the long run—you’ll see.’ 
The little woman stopped a moment 
and her face grew thoughtful. “ Mn}- 
be father was right, but it don’t seem 
so to me. Of course I wouldn’t have 
Jim any other way, but I can’t help 
seeing how keeping his word hadn't 
meant success to him. He’s lost more’n 
he’s gained that way, but still—” her 
face brightened—“ still 'self-respect’s 
worth something, don’t you think so r”
“ I’m afraid I’ve been talking a sight 
of nonsense,” she apologized. ‘‘Father 
used to say I was mi awful steady 
talker, but Jim seems rather to like it, 
so I get into the habit.”
The Senator had a pretty old-fash­
ioned stateliness once in a while which 
he had caught from a tine old grand­
father. “ I have been not only interest­
ed but honored, Mrs. Muir, by every­
thing that you have said to me,” he 
assured her with an air, and the flattery 
of it went straight, as intelligent flat­
tery always goes straight to a normal 
woman’s heart. “ But you were in 
the middle of things,” he went on. “ I 
wanted to hear what you were going to 
say.”
“ Probably wasn’t much,” said Mrs. 
Muir. “ I was talking about Jim as 
I remember—Mr. Muir, I mean I 
started to call him the Senator first-off 
when hewa8made that, but hepvouldn’t 
let me—said it wasn’t good form. I 
don’t know how on earth that man 
knows all the little wrinkles, but he 
does”
“ Some people have a gift that way,’ 
said Duke, gently. Then, as if touch­
ing with a light hand the lever of a 
delicate machine, “ but you were go­
ing to tell me, I think, how your hus­
band’s honor for his word had hindered 
his success. Will you not ?”
The man knew to a shade how much 
to dare, and a quality in his manner 
made it seem pleasant that he should 
dare more than other people. Instead 
of being frightened she was stimulated 
by this quiet demand on the intimacies 
of her history. She smiled at the 
Senator.
never
“ Seems funny a stranger would care 
to hear about it,” she said. “ But -my ! 
I feel as if we were old friends by now. 
You seem real sort of home-like.” 
She looked hard at him a moment, and 
her blue eyes took on a mistiness’ 
“ Jim and I had a boy once—he lived 
to be five. I always keep his birth­
days, and if he’d stayed he’d have been 
almost your age, and seems to me he’d 
have looked a little like you.”
The Senator flushed, for his long 
youthfulness was a trial to him. “ I’m 
older than you think me,” he said, and 
then—“ But I am glad to remind you 
of your boy. And you’re going to tell 
me how your husband kept his word to 
his disadvantage, aren’t you ?”
With that new thought of the like­
ness to the little face that had never 
grown dim in her memory, the woman 
would have gladly told him anything. 
A dimple flashed into her soft cheek. 
“ Why, yes, if you want to hear. “ Lots 
of times Jim’s done that—kept his 
word when it wasn’t to his good—but 
this time I’m thinking of was the most 
so. You see when father died my 
brother Tom was just growing up, and 
we could see that he wasn’t a reliable 
sort. Oh, a good boy, you know, but 
full of wild ideas and no bead for 
business. ISo father, just before he 
died, made Jim promise he’d stand by 
Tom as if he was his own brother, and 
see that he didn’t get into trouble. 
And Jim promised, bless him. Tom 
worried along at this and that, and 
three or four times he failed for small 
amounts and Jim set him up again, 
and finally he settled pretty well and 
for a year we thought he was going to 
do all right. And meantime Jim and I 
had been saving and we’d got together 
a capital of ten thousand dollars, and 
Jim heard of the telephone business,
which you know was new fifteen years 
ago. Well, he studied it and he made 
up his mind it was going to be a great 
thing. And so when the chance came 
along to invest in it he was ever so 
pleased, and decided he’d put all our 
money, the ten thousand, into it. Jim 
has lots of sense about such things and 
he seems to be able to tell beforehand 
what’s going to succeed. He’s 
made a mistake.”
The Senator smiled. “ I’ve heard 
that—” he began, and stopped short. 
“ I've heard it said that some men had 
that faculty,” he completed.
“ Yes, sir. Jim—Mr. Muii—is that 
way. So Jim was as sure as living 
that in five years our ten thousand 
dollars would be two hundred thousand 
and we had a sight of-plans, when just 
at that moment my brother Tom failed 
again. I don’t understand much about 
business, but I know that it was just 
ten thousand dollars that was needed 
to fix *hingg and start Tom over. 
Well, that was a leal hard time. Jim 
walked the floor all of one night, he 
hated h) to give up that chance at the 
telephone business, and of course I was 
upset because of Jim and because of 
Tom. So finally, not thinking of my­
self but of Jim, I begged him to let 
Tom go. It wasn’t fair he should be 
sacrificed for a boy that didn’t have it 
it him to succeed airyivow. I talked to 
Jim that way and begged him, and my 
sister Sophie, she came and talked the 
same. But Jim wouldn’t consider of it 
for a moment, because he said he’d 
given his word to father. He had to 
see that Tom shouldn’t get into trouble, 
and there wasn^ anything said about 
whether it was inconvenient to him— 
Jim said. Sophie and I were real out 
of patience with him, but just the same 
he kept his word and started Tom all 
over, and within the year Tom died, 
and then Jim fell: kind of glad he’d 
done it, even if he had lost the chance 
of his life. An# I guess that it was 
that too, for I’va heard said that the 
ten thousand dollars at that time woulc 
have been near half a million by now.’ 
‘^ I’m afraid I’ve talked to you so 
much you’re tired out, sir,” she said 
and at that he turned his eyes towarc. 
her and smiled almost tenderly, the 
smile of conscious strength toward un­
conscious and appealing weakness.
“ I was thinking,” he said, as if half 
speaking to himself, “ that so intricate 
are the workings of the mills which 
grind men’s motives and actions that 
good deal thrown into the wheels in 
darkness might yet come out into the 
light as a crown of glory. Bread cast 
upon the waters sometimes takes such 
a winding way for its return and comes 
back so changed that the original mcr- 
sel may not always be identified.”
The little country woman had not 
heard her new friend talk in this way. 
She looked alarmed.
“ I—I don’t know exactly what you 
mean, sir,” she stammered, “ but if 
you are trying to comfort me with 
the idea that Jim will ever get anything 
out of that money, it is no use. We’ve 
given that up for good, long ago,” she 
said smilingly. “ And there’s worsethings 
to lose than money, so don’t you worry 
for me,” she reassured him. “ Besides, 
now Jim’s got quite some stock in the 
street railways in Rivertown and hoping 
for good returns out of that—but we’re 
not so bad off any way.”
The last word fell b) its own weight 
for the speaker started as she spoke it, 
and gazed brightly at a man w'ho had 
just sent a long approach shot from a 
hundred yards away, whose ball was 
even then tinkling down the shaven 
surface of the green.
“ Why, there’s Jim this minute !” 
she exclaimed. That’s his ball—Oh, 
look out ! Dear ! dear ! There !” And 
relief was in her tone. “ I declare I 
thought, one second, the ball was going 
plumb into that hole—but it’s safe 
now,” and she sighed happily, and the 
Senator laughed, and his eyes were so 
filled with pleased amusement as she 
met them that, though she did not 
understand, she could not but be 
pleased as well. He got up and lifted 
the rattling bag full of clubs from the 
floor, and waited as Muir’s tall figure 
swung toward them. He glai.ced from 
his wife to Duke with slightly astound­
ed eyes, and the latter spake.
“ Senator, I want you to thank Mrs.
Muir for me, better than I can da it, 
for a delightful hour,” and ha turned 
and took the little woman’s hand. “ I 
shall look forward to seeirg you again 
—many times, I hope,” he said, and 
was gone.
Ten minutes later the two sat on the 
car flying toward town, and Mrs. Muir 
began to ask questions.
“ Who did you say that pleasant 
spoken young man was, Jim ? I 
couldn’t catch the name, and you wera 
in such a hurry with your caddies and 
your sticks and all, that I didn’t like to 
bother you. I want to know, because 
he’s the homeliest, plainest, most like 
our own folks of anybody I’ve seen 
yet.”
Muir answered quietly, but there waa 
gleam in the kindly glance which 
rested on his wife’s animated face.
That was Senator Cecil Duke,” he 
said.
No ! Is that the great Senator 
Duke—Well now !” exclaimed the 
little woman. NVhy, I didn’t suspicion 
it was anybody big. He seems as 
common as you and me ! Why Jim, I 
talked away to him just as easy as if it 
was you.”
“ What did you talk to him about ?” 
Muir’s slow tones demanded.
Oh, I don’t know. The knitting 
began it. Then we got chattering over 
golf, and then, of course, Jim, you 
Know I always do talk about you, 
dearie.” She laid her hand in perfect 
confidence of being understood, on her 
husband’s arm, and as he tightened his 
big muscles to hold it there, she had no 
hint of the sudden chill that struck in 
at the words :
“ You ought not to bore people with 
me, Letty.”
‘But he wasn’t bored, Jim—he waa 
interested. He kept asking questions. 
You ought to have heard him.” And 
the vague fear closed its freezing clutch 
on his soul.
“ What questions did he ask you,
Letty ?”
“ Oh, I can’t remember exactly, 
dear,” she answered, brightly, pleased 
at this detailed interest from her re­
served and silent husband. "Lota of 
things about you, Jim—I think he 
must admire you a great deal.”
“ Did you by any chance tell him 
anything about my affairs—that I had 
stock in the Riverton street-railways, 
for instance
“ Yes,” she nodded, smilingly. **I 
did tell him that—I remember dis­
tinctly.” There was something sud­
denly in her husband’s attitude that
frightened her. 
Have I made you 
if I have !”
“ Was that wrong ?
trouble ? Oh, Jim,
Muir, his head turned away, stared 
out of the car-window at the sliding 
fields, at the monotone of world which 
lay against an orange ball of sun. But 
he did not see the picture. His gaze 
was introspective, and he looked at the 
ruin of the hope of strenuous years. 
He knew, or thought he knew, that 
the knowledge of his interest in the 
Rivertown railways would destroy Sen­
ator Duke’s faith in his support of the 
streer-railway franchise tax bill. He 
had hoped, as his stock stood in another 
name, that his ownership of it would 
not come to kis ears. The ambition 
of ten years of his life had been to be 
govenor of his S tate; when at the 
crucial point he had seen that the nom­
ination hung on this tax measure and 
that the next govenor must sign the bill 
which would mean to him the loss of 
twenty-five thousand dollars, he had 
considered the question carefully. He 
was not an extremely rich man and the 
twenty-five thousand dollars meant a 
sacrifice, but he had resolved to make 
it for the honor which seemed to him 
the crown of a lifetime—the governor­
ship. He meant to sign the bill. Yet 
these men would not believe it. Cer­
tainly his chance was gone now,—gone 
in an hour’s idie, purposeless talk. A 
sea of rage surged, beat against the 
walls of of his heart. For the first time 
their life he was deeply, passionately 
angry at his wife, and stinging words 
shaped themselves in his mind. He re­
membered a promise he had made to 
himself when, after the boy died, he 
had watched for months her struggle to
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Progress at the Border.
Tha sews chronicled in this paper from time to time relating to 
the Boundary Line liquor stores may not be of interest to the peo­
ple ontside of onr County. .There may be a few even in this 
Oonnty who* perhaps have seen these stores in operation for the 
k it twenty yean and have come to believe that they are a neces­
sary evil and that they will always be with us.
To Mch we would say the guns of two strong governments arc 
••w   ^on these buildings and these guns are of the rapid
ta b f hind. Within six weeks large quantities of liquor have been 
MhNd i t  these stores, several fines have been imposed and some 
have been imprisoned but still the infernal business went on. 
Tknnday of last week Inspector Colpitts of Woodstock served 
Milee on the trio who an selling the ardent at the Line, that they 
EMflt go oot of business at once and stay out. Last Saturday he 
n i d i  an inspection of the pnmises to see if the order had been
----A
Qnito n delegation went over from this town, among the number 
mm Jonhs and Ingertoll of the Custom House force, and Martin 
Lawiie the High Sheriff, the latter taking a warrant to search the 
premises of John McLean for gambling implements. A slot 
■nehine was found and was taken away, and McLean was ar- 
mftsdand bound over to the Grand Jury .for maintaining a nui- 
fltaet. The Thompsons had obeyed the order and no liquor was 
found on their premises.
claimed that he had failed to get the order to quit the 
hislntsi and ashed for time to clean house.
The time was extended until Monday of this week with the 
understanding that the iron cage from-which John and his clerks 
have sold liquor, should be torn down, partitions should be re- 
j moved, and an opening be made through the building on the line
*
i-tt
holer Jen the two governments.
We believ* these orders have been complied with. Last Sun­
day Mr. Colpitts with a force from Woodstock visited the shack on 
tht mins of the Jake Wise saloon and with pe&vey and bars remov­
ed the iron rode from window and bar.
Wiee wa* notified by Mr. Colpitts that he should take the 
hritfUjpi from Provincial soil or he would raze it to the ground. 
One or the other will happen.
Wo do not wish our readers to get the impression that liquor 
'fgHng | |  entirely abolished at the border, but that great progress 
made in the last year. Our experience with liquor men 
that they are stayers. They go out of the business when 
ifhoy are obliged to. The men who are in the liquor business at 
|L» f  J in  will go when they have to. We hope the time will be 
dhoot bo* whether short or long t their road from now on will be 
thorny.
ft
•m all Change.
is to ll of one of 
On a certain train 
n newsboy passed through 
laying n package of candy in 
m jpiaBti intending to return present- 
gtfhet«pm ah ai^had non been 
the money for those 
(L Absent-mindedly the mil- 
ianefrod out for the package 
it, and began to de­
nuding hia paper the 
aM ai After a little the boy returned 
M il fading Me candy, he demanded 
to himself, the rich 
the justice of his claim, 
and pat Mo hand in his poeket for the 
ilpaay to pay him. Nothing there. 
JtatMar ptahal was searched, with the 
EMBOmaiL still, and another
t g t  all the multitudinous pockets 
iftdftl mo n part ot n mere man’s ap- 
pnml vran explored, bat still the festive 
ftaM elnied the search. “ I’ll have to 
girt yon a MU,” muttered the man of 
Aaftembai not of dimes ; *'I have no 
Matt fhangs with me." But alas ! 
iran ll dlselossd no more bills than 
glim Tin situation was ludicrous yet 
The man could have 
for the purchase of the 
tottata which ho rode ; he could have 
height the ^manufactory where was 
■tofc, ntt the eandy the boy was carry- 
tag, and the limit store from which he 
proomud bananas, and peaches, and 
apples |  and neither transaction would 
1mm lessened hie bank account. But 
he eonMn’t pay for a single, simple 
Ha-sent box of eandy. A man of vast 
ItoOiinm ho had no small change about 
Urn And it was only when he hunted 
np some one on the train who knew 
Mm,  a id  with whom he could negotiate 
n loan, Met the important transaction 
w«i concluded, and the eandy mer-
ehnat’s Just demands were met.
The situation was not unusual. 
There le a great deal of embarrassment 
paused, fret and last, by a lack of 
••smell change." Dismiss the monetary 
■nggsetion for a moment, and give the 
potass another significance. How many 
thus ace who ean do great things 
grandly tad well, bat who find them- 
••Ifee hard “put to it" to meet the
obligations and perform the
tasks. How many aie
corn-
break
no
able to bear without flinching A 
plaining burdens which almost 
the back or heart, who yet fume and 
fret over the trifling annoyances of life 
like a petulant child. How many are 
powers lor righteousness in the advoca- 
dy and promotion of far-reaching re­
forms, who yet never think to brighten 
by gentle word, or cheery smile, or 
kindly deed, the humble pathway of 
those who walk by their side. It is the 
story of our embarrassed millionaire, 
again. Plenty of resources, but 
“ small change."
And yet it is in the use of “ small 
change" that we find our most abun 
dant opportunities. Whether we have 
the ability for it or not, the opportuni­
ty for large and signal service does not 
often come. Probably almost everyone 
who reads these words could “count on 
his fingers" the things that he has been 
called to do for mankind and the world 
that could by any course of reasoning 
be considered great or significant. 
There are not many at the most. But 
over against them, a very multitude by 
contrast, are the swarming chances to 
do little things every day. The flower 
sent or given to one who is sick ; the 
kindly morning greeting to your neigh­
bor across the fence ; the cheery word 
to one discouraged, and the word of 
sympathy to one in sorrow ; the sentence 
of appreciation when one haB tried to do 
w ell; tho loan of a book that has help­
ed you ; the half hour’s assistance in 
the garden or at the wood pile ; the 
thoughtful setting out of an easy chair 
for the resting of a tired worker ;— 
neither of these is much ; all of them 
together make nothing but “ small 
change" that contributes to the wealth 
of life and living.
“ Good morning, Biddies,” she said, 
as she tripped by them, all in shim­
mering white, a vision of smiling beauty. 
And the two dirty street Arabs ceased 
their play a moment to gaze with awed 
speechless wonder. When she had 
passed from sight, “ Jimmy," said one 
to the other, “ didn’t she make you 
think of heaven ?"
And yet, a smile and a kindly word 
are nothing but “ small change."
Foley's Honey «a<r Tar
to re h u d re a # a it*M u re . N o a p k U m *
Grange News.
The wheat crop is breaking the re­
cord in both quantity and quality ; 
corn promises amazingly well ; the 
steel-mills are in full blast ; coal-min­
ing is more remunerative than ever be­
fore to both operators and operatives ; 
the railway and steamship companies 
going soundly and apace ; savings 
banks are overflowing ; there are strikes 
the merchants are doing a thriving 
business ; books are selling as well as 
they deserve ; the cook is still cooking; 
the goose hangs high. What’s the 
matter ?—Harper’s.
Potato Market Is Firmer.
New York, Aug. 18—The potato 
maiket has shown a much firmer feel­
ing all week. This is due to the fact 
that continued wet weather, in Long 
Island especially, retarded digging. 
When the rains abate digging will be 
pushed and the market will probably 
become easier. Long Island and Jersey 
stock have both been bringing the same 
figure, with the preference being given 
to Jersey. This is due to the especial­
ly good run of Jersey stock.
Dealers report that at present it is 
more difficult to procure potatoes than 
lit is to sell them. This is remarkable 
considering the poor prices which pota­
toes have been bringing all winter. 
The trouble with much ot the slock in 
market is its undersize. Owing to un­
favorable potato weather all stock is 
more or less troubled this way,
New York Potato Crop
The government report on crop con­
dition* of New York, just issued, re­
ferring to potatoes, states that consider­
able blight has been noticed in many 
sections. From Western New York 
this seems especially true. The crop 
thus far was in fine condition and, 
though every one was reluctant to es­
timate it, many thought New York 
would have a bouncer yield.
A letter from Howard City, Mich., 
says there are few early potatoes in 
that vicinity and but a fair yield of 
late. In the northern counties the 
outlook $seems to be more promising.
Judging from these reports it .8 like­
ly potatoes will not le so plentiful as 
last year. It Jlooka as if New York 
would have to look to the State ftock 
and to that from Maine and Michigan 
this year, since Long Island and Jersey 
are short.
Outlook in Aroostook County*
The E. L. Cleveland Co. of Houlton, 
Me., speaking of the coming potato 
crop, says : “ While it is still some­
what early to estimate with any great 
degree o f ,accuracy the potato crop of 
Aroostook county, it is safe to say that 
owing to the severe drouth, which has 
now extended over a period of two 
months, the yield will be reduced at 
least one-third from the average. With 
a continuation of present conditions the 
shortage is likely to be even more than 
this. While the plant was some two 
weeks later than 'usual, on the aver­
age, the drouth has prematurely ripen­
ed earlier varieties and a few cars will 
commence following about Sept. 1.
“ The quality will be most excellent, 
but by reason of the exceedingly dry 
weather the stock will be somewhat 
smaller in size than last season. The 
acreage is estimated to be fully up to 
the average, with about the usual di­
vision of varieties, except the Bliss 
Triumph, which will be in relatively 
shorter supply than usual on account 
of limited supply of seed of this variety. 
No blight, rust or rot has yet been re­
ported. This condition has no doubt 
been brought about by the general and 
thorough spraying with Bordeaux mix­
ture throughout the county.”
Back to God’s County.
More and moi e we are realizing that 
the only hope of effecting reform in any 
direction lies through education, by the 
road of the child’s mind and heart. 
The temperance leaders, discouraged 
with attempt* to reform the drunkard 
and close the saloon, introduced tem­
perance instruction into the schools, 
teaching the child to avoid the poison 
of liquor, and thus forestalling the 
temptation of the wine cup. The effect 
of this instruction must be felt in com­
ing generations, although like all edu­
cational processes, it is slow.
All tastes must be formed ir, child­
hood and youth and habits, good or 
bad, are then fixed upon the character. 
The love for music, art, good literature, 
is acquired while the mind is plastic 
and impressionable, and developed by 
the training of later years The same
idea holds good in regard to environ­
ment. We sigh for the home of our 
childhood, be it the city’s crowded 
streets or the green fields of the coun­
try, and no surroundings ever seem 
quite the same as those in which the 
first twenty years of our life was passed
Many a man who can hardly keep 
the wolf from the door might find com- 
foit and plenty for his family on the 
green acres of some little farm, but it 
is a strange world to him and he dares 
not venture the new and untried. The 
congestion of cities is proving each year 
a more seriour problem, and the faint­
est suggestion of a turning of the tide 
toward the country would be welcomed 
by the student of sociological problems 
and by the charity worker, but it comes 
slowly.
A move in this direction is described 
by Allan Southerland in his article on 
“ Farming Vacant City Lots," in the 
May Review of Reviews. Speaking of 
the introduction of gardening into the 
public schools he says :
“ Already the day of expeiiment is 
past,-nature-study and gardening are 
becoming important factors in educa­
tional circles, and an effort is being 
made to bring them within reach of 
every child. Boys and girls are be­
coming more *nd more interested in 
this attractive work, which takes them 
ouY of themselves, out-of-doors, and 
into closer and more sympathetic re­
lations with one another. It is an in­
spiring sight to see these little ones 
cultivating the ground that it may 
bring forth a beautiful flower or a use­
ful vegetable, and, above all, to realize 
that they arc privileged to breathe fresh 
air and to look up to nature’s God 
through long hours of glorious and 
health-giving sunshine. The hope i 8 
indulged that this cultivation of the 
soil by the children will instil into 
their hearts such a love of outdoor 
life that many will turn their feet 
countryward and seek a living upon 
farms rather than remain in the city to 
find employment in the already over­
crowded offices, shops and factories.— 
Maine farmer.
Gold in Sea Water.
The old question of gold in sea water 
ha3 recently been revived abroad and 
has been subjected to extended discus­
sion, and in view of this M. Henry de 
Parville writes at some length upon the 
matter in a recent issue of the Journal 
des Debats of Paris.
M. de Parvill first observes that be­
sides the heavy gold which remains at 
the bottom of rivers, there is another 
sort known as floating gold. This gold 
is equal to one-third of the total product 
of the Transvaal mines, and is in such 
a state of division that it remains in 
suspension in water for several days 
Therefore, there is nothing remarkable 
in the statement that disintegration of 
auriferous rocks produces floating gold 
which in the course of centuries has ac­
cumulated in the ocean in immense 
quantities. M. Liverside estimates 
that a cubic mile of water contains 130 
to 260 tons of gold, or 64 milligrams 
to the ton of water. And if this be 
true the total amount of gold in the 
sea would be 100,000,000,000 tons 
If however, we merely take 1-100 of 
this sum we shall get 1,000,000,000 
tons, valued at $697,711,000,000,000. 
In reference to this point M. de Wilde 
of Brussels, says that all of the gold 
which has been mined from tha earliest 
times up to the present would not form 
a cure more than 30 feet square This 
would weigh 38,580,000 pounds, and 
would be valued at $13,559,946,000. 
This is only 1 -26th. of the total amount 
stored up in the ocean.
Fifty Years of the “Soo” Canal.
In 1855 the canal around St. Mary’s 
rapids at the outlet of Lake Superior, 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, was opened 
to navigation. On Aug. 2 the semi­
centennial of the opening of this water­
way was appsopriately celebrated at 
Sault Ste. Sarie. The engineer and 
superintendent of the canal, Charles 
T. Harvey, is still alive and took a 
prominent part in the celebration. An 
idea of the great usefulness of the canal 
msy be gained from the fact that its 
traffic has increased from 1,200,000 in 
the decade ending 1894 to 253,000,000 
tons in the decade ending 1903. Last 
jear 31,546,106 tons of freight passed 
through, and this year the amount is 
expected to reach 40,000,000. This is 
greater than the traffic which passes 
annually through the Suez canal ; in 
1901 the gross tonnage of vessel* pass­
ing through Suez was 15,163,233.
Are You Using Allen’s Foot Ease?
Shake into your shoes Allen’s Foot-Ease, a 
powder. It cures Corns, Bunions, Painful, 
Smarting. Hot, Swollen feet. At all Drug­
gists and Shoe Stores, 25 eta.
A Political Tip.
CONTINUED FROM l ’AGE 1.
fight out her bitter sorrow, for his sake, 
back to life and brightness. He had 
9aid then that never would he con­
sciously bring unhappiness to the biave 
and unselfish soul. He knew that it 
would be a knife in her heart if he had 
told her what she had done today 
And it us done ; he must suflV-r, but 
she need never know , he would ktep 
that unspoken promise He put the 
grip of his will on the throat of the 
anger which seemed like a wild animal 
in him ; slowly, strongly, he choked it 
back
The little woman’s ,reice spoke anx­
iously. “ Jim, why don’t you answer ? 
Have I done anything that was wrong?
He turned a face to her twisted with 
a tremulous smile. “ I’m not apt to 
think anything wiong that you do, am 
I, Letty ?” he said, gently, and patted 
her hand.
Mr. Milton B. Jones heaved himself 
up from his chair in Senator Duke’s 
library. The Senator stood back as if 
impressed with the fear that some loose­
ly anchored bit of him might roll off.
“ So you see, Senator," he concluded, 
“ Muir is the man, as I’ve told you all 
along, and it wouldn’t be a bad plan 
to write a line to say so.” Both of 
which thoughts were the Senator’s own, 
so grafted on the tree of Jones intellect 
that the adopted parent stem rejoic d in 
them as its own fruit.
“ Yes,” he repeated with decision, 
“ Muir is the man anci you must write 
and tell him so.” And he bumped 
against the door-jamb and oozed away.
The trim figure of the other stood 
motionless, thoughtful, in the middle ot 
the room a moment, and then moved 
alertly to the table. He swept the 
letter aside and drew a sheet of note - 
paper toward him tlowly. “ I must 
give the man a hint as to where his 
luck comes from,” he murmured, and 
rumpled his waving hair backward and 
looked hopelessly youthful as he frowned 
consideringly. “ Yet I can’t use his 
wife's name.” Then he caught u » a 
pen and wrote rapidly.
That afternoon at five o’clock Muir's 
latch-k y turned in his front door, and 
his wife, upstairs in her room, heard 
him come dashing up the stairs like a 
boy. She stood to meet him with in- 
quering eyes, and lighted face told her 
instantly that he brought good news.
“ Read this, Letty,” he said.
“  ‘My Dear Senator Muir,’ she be­
gan aloud—‘The Milkman—The Man­
sion,’—What’s that word, Jim ? I t’s 
such a funny hand.”
He caught the pape;:. “ Letty, child, 
you never could read writing. This 
is the greatest letter of our lives, and I 
can’t have you mangle it. Listen.
“ My D ear Senator Muir ;
“ Mr. Milton B. Jones, the chair­
man of the State Republican Committee 
and I, have come to a decision in re­
gard to to-morrow’s convention, which 
I think you have a right to know at 
once. We have concluded to throw 
our influence in favor of you nomina­
tion for Govenor, and we consider our­
selves happy in supporting a candidate 
so fitted for the office. If I might, 
without impropriety add a word of 
personal import, I should like you to 
know that information of important 
political bearing supplied by your best 
friend has directly affected our decision. 
Wishing you every good fortune, I am, 
Sincerely yours,
“ Cecil Duke.”
Mrs. Muir listened spellbound. “ I 
call that real nice of Mr. Duke," she 
said, heartily, when her husband’s face 
signified the end. “ But I don’t ju it 
see what you’re so excited over, Jim. 
It’8 friendly of those two men to be for 
you, but dear me ! That’s not so much! 
What’s two men ? I presume there’ll be 
two hundred at he convention, won’t 
there ? “ My Dear,” said Muir, “ I’m 
afraidyou will never do much in politics 
your talents are not that way. Letty 
Jones will manage the convention to­
morrow and Duke will manage Jones. 
And the Republican nomination is the 
election, this fall.” “ But I can’t think 
who the Senator means by ‘my best 
friend’—the friend who has supplied 
important political information. That 
puzzles me. Try to help me think who 
my best friend is, Letty."
Mrs. Muir knitted her brows and 
blinked. “ Now who can that nice 
young man mean by that ?” she medi­
tated.
“ Well, we’ll probably find out later” 
Muir concluded. Then he bent and 
drew his wife’s arm about his neck and 
kissed the wrinkled hand on his 
shoulder. “ I know who my beat friend 
really is,Letty, but I don’t think the 
Senator does. The little woman
laughed andjlaid her face against bin. 
“ No,  tisn’t very likely that I’ll ever 
help to make j on governor, Jim,” she 
answered
Business Te m p e ra n c e  Reform .
In io .viMi' timper nec t f rm
' ii(' ( l 111 c !• I 1 - ■' mi eoi >d w 11, f 11.,|
its l 1 fill. 'It C I \ f 11 1,0 v\ is Dot \\ I,. 1 it 
* 1;<mi’i Ir- !k('.iu <• if i* alimi'l im|».•--
slide tn uniiMv cl.inch uitinbci- to 
practice ulmt iiiev pi-ad,—that i». to 
vote as they pr*y
Another factor in this great move­
ment has been the Yu It has often 
been said that yo i cannot make them 
moral by law,  but nevertheless it has 
been made apparent that law can make 
it very difficult for them to be immoral. 
We have had a prohibitory law in this 
state for many years, and when the 
officials have been zealous in its en­
forcement the amount of dram drink­
ing has been greatly reduced, and the 
money usually spent in this way has 
been available for better uses.
At the present time another potent 
factor is at work in the interest of tem­
perance and total abstinence. Great 
corporations have come to demand tem­
perate habits of their employes. This 
good resuh in business has not been due 
to any special desire on the part of 
officials to aid a moral movement, but 
it has been brought about because these 
large corporations must have men on 
duty whose brains are not befuddled by 
alcohol if they are to assume their great 
responsibilities, and if they are to be 
held liable for the damage resulting 
from their employers’ carelessness oi 
neglect Therefore, as a mere business 
principle, employers are insisting that 
their employers shall be men of tem­
perate habits, and the workman who 
gets drunk finds himself out of work 
and likely to stay out until he mends 
his ways. This is a lever elevating 
the temperance reform movement, be­
cause in its working it hits men in a 
tender spot—their pocketbooks. Just 
so soon as drinking men are convinced 
that their habits tend to prevent their 
obtaining and retaining a situation, 
then a factor of great power has been 
arrayed on the side of temperance.— 
Journal of Medicine.
Cuba has not been behaving very 
well during the past few months. 
There are signs that the gentle but 
firm control which our own government 
has retained upon the islanders is a 
source of increasing irritation. For one 
thing, as Richard Harding Davis 
points out in Scribner’s for August, 
there is a tendency among Cubans to 
belittle the part played by the United 
States in the emancipation of the is­
land. Revisiting San Juan Hill, he 
was informed by natives that, if the 
Americans had only let the situation 
alone for a few weeks longer, the 
Cubans would have completed the work 
of driving out the Spaniards. Such 
ingratitude is not unnatural. We may 
pass it by. The feeling is, perhaps, 
analogous to our own failure to admit 
how large a part France played in the 
American war for independence. But 
the Cubans have done something more 
serious in their recent threat of a vio­
lation of the Platt amendment. The 
by voting to appropriate $7,000,000 
of the total $13,000,000 of treasury 
accumulation to soldiers’ claims, and 
the remaining $6,000,000 to public 
works, and to incur an increased obli­
gation of about $20,000,000, has 
thrown grave doubts upon the ability 
of the people to govern themselves 
wisely. Look out, Cuba. The Platt 
amendment is still part or your con­
stitution. Before you decide to follow 
the lead of San Domingo remember 
that the United States is still you 
guardian.
The visit of the French fleet to Eng­
land last week was marked by several 
incidents which astonishingly empha­
size the changed sentiment of France 
and England toward each other. Vice- 
Admiral Caillard took his vessels into 
Portsmouth harbor, the invitation to 
enter being in itself an unusual con­
cession to a foreign fleet. As the French 
warships passed the hulk of the Victory 
they were saluted by Nelson’s old flag­
ship, whi' h, moreover, flew the tricolor. 
Later, when Vice-Admiral Caillard and 
his officers visited London, they paused 
while traversing Trafalgar Square long 
enough to salute the Nelson monument. 
Time is the great healer. It is safe to 
assume, in view of changed conditions, 
that the men who fought those bloody 
fights of a century ago would today be 
first to recognize the new program of 
friendvship
i y iij - i 'e t lo r ii l  S tupa th e  T ick ling ,
»ud uuicklr ail&ys iaflkairaaUoa la the tlunak
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CHAPTER XVI,
Ot7 mutt accept,” Steinmeta 
^ - \ f  repeated to Paul. “There la 
no help for I t  We cannot af­
ford to offend Vasslll, of all 
fei the world.”
were standing together In the 
of a suit of rooms assigned for 
to Paul and bis party In the 
•to) In Paris. Steinmeta, who 
pee letter In his hand, looked 
tfM window.
llooksd at the letter with a 
He held It out from him 
the very stationery, 
he exclaimed, "so very 
'That good Stelnmets* he calls 
t good Bfetnmets’—-confound 
1 He hopes that his dear 
waive ceremony and bring 
princess to dine in the 
He guarantees that 
the marquise, will be 
•iA  h# hopes that 'that goed 
Will accompany you and 
mg lady, the cousin of the
threw the letter down on 
left it there for a moment, 
picking it up, he crossed the 
i thcow it into the fire.
he explained, “that 
we are here, and un- 
Wtth him we ahali be sub- 
ince and delay on the 
t  stupid—a singularly and 
stupid—minor official. If 
Vasslll will conclude that 
tooihfiwid of him. Therefore we 
especially as Vassil has 
; points. He loves a lord ‘this 
If you accept on some o. that 
T ordered for you with a co- 
I Coronet, that will already 
effect”
It was his habit either 
ST to grumble at Karl Stein- 
■towhet subtle precautions.
he said, “I leave these 
to  yen. Let us show Vasslll. 
fhnt we are not afraid of
;;iH':diwn *nd accept”
ML Vasslll was pleased to 
4og bole In the Champs 
was In fact s  gorgeous house 
tawdry style ef modern Pails, 
it tn the Iron railings and 
surmounted- by green 
irplnnts cunningly devised in cast
heavy front door was thrown 
•  lackey, and others bowed 
is  If by machinery. Two 
upon the ladies with the 
tnce of their kind and coun- 
Upt led the way upstairs, while 
removed fur coats in the hall, 
ill very princely and gorgeous
end hie sister the marquise— 
lady in ruby velvet and ame- 
wbo Invariably caused Maggie 
"s mouth to twitch whenever 
•d |ier owu during the even- 
Ived the guests in the drawing 
They were standing on the 
t fur hearth rug side by side when 
keen were dramatically thrown 
«nd the servant rolled the names 
over his tongue.
who was behind, saw 
He. saw Vase ill’s mask- 
face. contract with stupefaction 
he eat eyea-on Etta. He saw the' 
contained Russian give a little 
gMprend mutter an exclamation before 
hs eollectsd himself sufficiently to bow 
gg i conceal his face, but he could not 
deoBtta’s face for a moment or two— 
nutt! the formal greetings were over. 
‘Whan he did see it he noted tl at it was 
he white as marble.
’• *d$n, my good Stelnmets2” cried 
. Vamlll, with leae formality, holding 
. m  hie bend with frank and boyish 
m t f .  bfuoor.
my dear Vasslll!” returned 
taking the hand.
*tt is good of you, M. le Prince, and 
i * *  Madame, to honor us in our small 
hens*” said the marquise.
"So/* said \  asslll, with a comprehen­
sive bow to all hie guests—“so you 
are bound for Russia. But I envy you, 
X envy you. Ton know Russia Mme. 
hi Prlnceooe?”
Bits met hie veiled gaze calmly.
."A  little,” ehe replied.
There wee no sign of recognition in 
hie eyes now, nor pallor on her face.
"A beautiful country, hut the rest of 
Bm p s  does not believe it. And the 
estate of the prince Is one of the vast­
est, if not the most beautiful. It is a 
Sporting estate, le It not, prince?”
"Beeentially so,” replied Paul. 
"Bears, wolves, deer, besides, of course, 
black game, capercailzie, ptarmigan— 
everything one could desire.”
"Speaking as a sportsman,** suggest­
ed Vasslll gravely.
"Speaking as a sportsman.”
**Ot course”—Vasslll paused and with 
S little gesture of the <hand included 
Rtiliimets In the conversation; It may 
have been that he preferred to have 
him talking rather than watching—“of 
course, like all great Rnsslan landhold­
ers, you have your troubles with the 
people, though you are not, strictly 
•peaking, within the famine district.”
"Not quite; we are not starving, but 
we are hungry,” said Steinmetz blunt­
ly.
Vasslll laughed and shook a gold eye­
glass chldlngly.
"Ah, my friend, your old pernicious 
habit of calling a spade a spade! It is 
Unfortunate that they sheuld hunger a
little, but what will you? They im m  
learn to be provident, to work harder 
and drink less. V ill i  such people expe­
rience is the only taskmaster possible. 
It is useless talking to them. It is dan­
gerous to pauperize them. Besides, the 
a 'counts that one reads In the news 
papers i :e mnnifttstly absurd and e x ­
aggerated. You must not, mademoi­
selle,” lie said, turning courteously to 
Maggie -“you must not believe all you 
are told about Russia ”
The table was gorgeously decorated; 
tl e Mine was perfect, the dishes Pa­
ri dan. Everything was brilliant, and 
Etta’s spirits rose. Such little things 
affect the spirits of such little minded 
i women.
' “It Is exile; It Is nothing short of ex­
ile,” protested Vasslll, who led the con­
versation. “Much as I admire my own 
country as a country, I do not protend 
to regret a fate that keeps me resident 
In Paris. For men it Is different, but 
for madame and for you, mademoiselle 
—acb!” lie  shrugged his shoulders and 
looked up to the ceiling in mute appeal 
to the gods above it. “Beauty, brillian­
cy, wit—they are all lost in Russia. 
Wliat would Paris say If it knew 
what It was losing?” he added in a 
low tone to Etta, who smiled, well 
pleased. She was not always able to 
distinguish between impertinence and 
flattery. And Indeed they are so close­
ly allied that the distinction is subtle.
Stelnmets, on the left hand of the 
marquise, addressed one or two re­
marks to that lady, who replied with 
her mouth full. He soon discovered 
that that which was before her inter­
ested her more than anything around, 
and during the banquet he contented 
himself by uttering an exclamation of 
delight at a particular flavor which 
the lady was kind enough to point out 
to him with an eloquent and emphatic 
fork from time to time.
Vasslll noted this with some disgust. 
He would have preferred that Karl 
Steinmetz were greedy or more con­
versational.
“But,” the host added aloud, “ladles 
are so good. Perhaps you are inter­
ested in the peasants?”
Etta looked at Steinmeta, who gave 
an imperceptible nod.
“Yes,” she answered, "I am.”
Vasslll followed her glance and found 
Steinmetz eating with grave appre­
ciation of the fare provided.
“Ah,” he said in an expectant tone, 
“theu you Mill no doubt pass much of 
your time In endeavoring to alleviate 
their troubles, their self inflicted trou­
bles, with all deference to monsieur the 
prince.”
“Why with deference to me?” asked 
Paul, looking up quietly, with some­
thing In his steady gaze that made 
Maggie glance anxiously at Steinmetz.
“Well, I understand that you hold 
different opinions,” said the Russian.
“Not at all ” answered Paul. “I ad­
mit that the peasants have themselves 
to blame—just ns a dog has himself 
to blame when he is caught in a trap.” 
“Is the case analogous? Let me rec­
ommend those olives—I have them 
from Barcelona by a courier.”
“Quite,” nnsMcred Paul; “and it is 
the obvious duty of those who know 
better to teach the dog to avoid the 
places M'hore the traps are sot. Thanks, 
the olives are excellent.”
“Ah,” said Vasslll, turning courteous­
ly to Maggie, “I sometimes thank my 
star that I am not a landholder—only 
a poor Bureaucrat. It is so difficult to 
comprehend these questions, mademoi­
selle. But of all men in or out of Rus­
sia It is possible our dear prince knows 
best of M’hat he is talking.”
"Oh, no!” disclaimed Paul, with that 
gravity at which some M’ere ready to 
laugh. “I only Judge In a small way 
from a small experience.”
In such wise the conversation went 
on during the dinner, w’hlch wrus a long 
one. Continually, repeatedly, Vasslll 
approached the subject of Osterno and 
the daily life In that sequestered coun­
try. But those M ho knew were silent, 
and It Mas obvious that Etta and Mag­
gie M’ere Ignorant of the life to which 
they M ere going.
It: Mras only after dinner, In the draw­
ing room, M’liile musicians discoursed 
Offenbach and Rossini from behind a 
fc ’een of fen* and floM’er, that Vasslll 
found an opportunity of addressing 
himself directly to Etta. In part she 
desired this opportunity, with a breath­
less apprehension behind her bright so­
ciety smile. Without her assistance he 
never would have had it.
"It is most kind of you,” he said tn 
French, M'liich language had been spo­
ken all the evening in courtesy to the 
marquise, M’ho was now asleep—“it Is 
most kind of you to condescend to visit 
my poor house, princess. Believe n o.
I fool the honor deeply. When you first 
.tine into ti e room- you may have ob­
served it- 1 was quite taken aback. I—
—I have read in books of beauty c p.i 
Mo of taking mvav a man's breath.
“This Vasslll la the best Engnsn 
scholar I know!” broke in Steinmetz, 
who bad approached somewhat quiet­
ly. “But he will not talk, princess—he 
la so shy.”
Paul was approaching also. It was 
11 o’clock, he said, and travelers who 
had to make an early start would do 
Mrell to get home to bed.
When the tall doors had been closed 
behind the departing guests, Vasslll 
walked sloMly to the fireplace.
He stood biting at his thumb nail, 
looking at the door through which Etta 
Alexis had Just passed in all the glory 
of her beauty, wealth and position.
“The M’oman,” he said slowly, “who 
sold me the Charity league papers, and 
she thinks I do not recognize her!”
CHAPTER XVII.
ARE STEINMETZ had appar­
ently been transacting business 
on the Vassill Ostrov, which 
the traveled reader doubtless 
knows as the northern bank of the 
Neva, a part of St. Petersburg.
He was recrossing the river, not by 
the bridge, which requires a doffed hat 
by reason of its shrine, but by one of 
the numerous roads cut across the ice 
from bank to bank. He duly reached 
the southern shore, ascending to the 
Admiralty gardens by a flight of sand­
ed steps.
A girl had crossed the river In front 
of him at a smart pace. She now 
slackened her speed so much as to al­
low him to pass her. Karl Steinmetz 
noticed the action. He noticed most 
things, this dull German. Presently 
she passed him again. She dropped 
her umbrella, and before picking it up 
described a circle with it—a maneuver 
remarkably like a signal. Then she 
turned abruptly and looked into his 
face, displaying a pleasing little round 
physiognomy with a smiling mouth 
and exaggeratedly grave eyes. It was 
a face of all too common a type in 
these days of cheap education litera­
ture—the face of a womanly woman 
engaged in unwomanly M’ork.
Then she came back
“Your name Is Karl Steinmetz,” she 
said gravely.
“That is the name by which I am 
known to a large staff of creditors,” 
replied he.
“If you will go to No. 4 Passage 
Kazan, at the back of the cathedral, 
second floor back room on the left at 
the top of the stairs, and go straight lu-
“Y es”
It M’as a moment for mental reserva­
tions. One wonders M’hollior such are 
taken nceount of in heaven.
“A nd Uaul?” asked the fo u n t Ste- 
pau I.anovlteh at once. “Tell me about 
him.”
“He Is married,” nnsM’orod Stein­
metz.
The fo u n t Lanovlteh was looking at 
the lamp. He continued to look at it 
as if interested in the mechanism of 
the burner. Then be turned bis eyes 
to tiie faee of bis romps nioti.
“1 wonder, niv friend." lie said slow ­
ly, “how much you know 7“
“Nothing,’’ answered Steinmetz.
The count looked at him inquiringly, 
hCfavcHl a sharp sigh and abandoned 
the subject.
“W ell,” lie said, “let us get to busi­
ness. I have inueii to ask and to tell 
you. 1 M an t you to see Catrina and 
to tell her that I am safe and well, 
but she must not .attempt to see me 
or correspond with me for some years 
yet. Of course- you beard no account 
of my trial. I was convicted, on the 
evidence of paid witnesses, of b ak in g  
to rebellion. It was e-isy enough, of 
course. I shall live either in the south 
or in Austria. It is better for you to be 
in ignorance.”
Steinmetz nodded his head curtly.
“I do not want to know." lie said.
"Will you please ask fatrina to send 
me money through the usual ebanne!— 
no more than she has been sending? 
It M’iil sulliee for my small wants. 
Perhaps some day we may meet, in 
Switzerland or in America. Tell the 
dear child that. Tell Iter I pray the 
good fo il  to allow that meeting. As 
for Russia, le-r day lias iwt m me yet. 
It w ill ti >< come in our time, my dear 
friend. We are only the sowers, Co 
mile}) for the future. Now about the 
past. I have not been idle. I know
ten,” add 'd Steinn.fftz. - »
“Ami no v you must go!”’
The two embraced again and there 
w as nothing funny in the action. It is 
a singular tiling that the sight of two 
men kissing is conducive either to 
laughter or to tears. There is no me­
dium e-mot ion.
•‘My d e a r  f r i e n d —my very  d e a r  
f r ie n d .” said th e  count,  “God be M’ith 
you a lw ays .  We may m eet ag a in  or we 
m ay  uoi."
Steinmetz wal'-ed down the Nevski 
Prospekt. and f sleigh followed him.
Premnlly le -t clumsily into bis 
sleigh and <’ .o back at the usual 
breakneck pnCe to the palace at the 
upper end of the English (play.
l ie  sent an ambiguous message to 
Paul saying that he had returned and 
was dressing for dinner. This cere 
inony lie went through sIo-a ly, as one 
dazed by a fall or a heavy I'm t igue.
As Steinmetz -went to the drawing 
room lie glanced at bis watch. It was 
twenty minutes past 7. He still bad 
ten minutes to spare before dinner.
l ie  opened the drawing room door. 
Etta was sitting by the tire alone. She 
glanced bark over her shoulder in a 
quirk, limited way -which bad only be­
come apparent to Steinmetz since her 
arrival at Petersburg.
“fo o d  evening,” she said.
“fo o d  evening, madame,” he an­
swered.
H e closed the door carefully behind 
blrn.
ORIGIN OF GOLD PENS
THE FIRST ONES WERE MADE IN KNQ- 
LAND AND WERE FAILURB8.
Then an Am erlonn C itizen  D l««o vere*  
T h at lrl«ltum  Could Bo Luod F o r  
P ro te ctin g  th e Polnta, an d  th e P er­
fect Pea R esulted.
You must excuse me—I am a plain 
Epoken man. 1 never met It until this 
evening.”
Etta excused him readily en nir-h. 
She could forgive plenty of plain 
speaking of this eescription.
“I only 1. ,ye that you u ill I.on Pur­
ls on your way home - to Iin i .n.l.” 
went on Yx-oili, who had a wonderful 
knack of jti ’ring men and \\\„ . en. es­
pecially six,How ours. “Now. wl.cn 
may thut be? When may we hope to 
see you again? How long will you bo 
In Uu38iuJ aud”—
to the room you will find a friend who 
wishes to see you,” she said ns one re­
peating a lesson by rote.
“And w’ho are you, my dear young 
lady?”
I—I am no one. I am only a paid 
agent.”
“Ah!”
“Will you go?” asked the girl. 
“Probably. I am curious and not 
nervous. Did he—or is It a she, my 
fatal beauty—did ‘It* not name an 
hour?”
“Between now and 7 o’clock.” 
“Thank you.”
“God be with you!” said the girl, 
suddenly wheeling round and walking 
away.
Without looking after her Steinmetz 
walkAl on, gradually increasing his 
pace. In a few minutes he reached the 
large house standing within iron gates 
at the upper end of the English quay, 
the house of Prince Pavlo Howard 
Alexis.
He found Paul alone in his study. In 
a few words he explained the situa­
tion.
“What do you think it means?” ask­
ed the prince.
“Heaven only knows!”
“And you will go?”
“Of course,” replied Steinmetz. “I 
love a mystery, especially in St. Pe­
tersburg.”
“I had better go with you,” said Paul. *
“Gott! No!” exclaimed Steinmetz. “I 
must go alone.”
“Back in time for dinner?” said Paul. 
“I hope so. I have had such myste­
rious appointments thrust upon me be­
fore. It is probably a friend mTio u’ants 
a hundred ruble note until next Mon­
day.”
The cathedral clock struck 0 as Karl 
Steinmetz turned out of the Nevski 
Prospekt into the large square before 
the sacred edifice. l ie  soon found the 
Kazan passage—a very nest of toy­
shops—and, following the directions 
given, he mounted a narrow staircase. 
He knocked at the door on the left 
hand at the top of the stairs.
“Come In!” said a voice which caus­
ed him to start.
He pushed open th^door. The room 
was a small one, brilliantly lighted by 
a paraffin lamp. At the table sat an 
old man Mith broad, benevolent face, 
high forehead, thin hair aud that smile 
which savors of the milk of human 
kindness.
“You!” ejaculated Steinmetz. “Ste­
pan!”
“Yes. Come in and close the door.”
He laid aside his pen, extended Ids 
hand, and, rising, kissed Karl Stein­
metz on both checks after the manner 
of Russians.
"Yes, my dear Karl. It seems that 
the good God has still a little M’orlt for 
Stepan Lanovltch to do. I got away 
quite easily in the usual May, through 
a paid evasion agency. I have boon 
forM’arded from pillar to post, like a 
prize fowl, and reached St. Petersburg 
last night. I have not long to stay. I 
am going south. I may be able to do 
some good yet. I hear that Faul is 
working Monders in Tver.”
“What about money?” asked Stein­
metz, who M’as always practical.
“Catrina sent it, the dear child! 
That Is one of the conditions made by 
the agency—a hard one. I am to see 
no relations. w ife—well, bon Dleu,
it does not matter much. She is oc­
cupied In keeping heraelf warm, no 
doubt. But Catrina! That is a dif­
ferent matter. Tell me—how Is she? 
That is the first thing I want to know.” 
“She Is well,” answered Steinmetz. 
“I saw her yesterday.”
“And happy?” The broad faced man 
looked into Steinmetz’s face with con­
siderable keenness.
who stole the papers of Hu* Charity 
league and sold them. I know M’ho 
bought them and paid for thorn."
Steinmetz closed the door. He came 
back to the table He was not sm il­
ing now quite Hit' contrary.
“Tell me," lie said. “I want to know 
that hadly.”
The Count Lanovitch looE ] up M’ith 
a peculiar soft smile acquited in pris­
on. There is no mistaking it.
“Oil, I hear no ill w ill." he said.
“I do,’’ answered Sn inno-tz bluntly. 
•Who stole the papers from Thors?"
“Sydney Bamborotigh.”
Steinmetz passed his broad hand over 
his forehead as if dazed.
“And M’ho sold them?” he asked.
“Ilis w ife.”
Steinmetz scratched hi., forehead 
with one linger reflectively.
“Vassili bought them,” lie said. “I 
can guess that.’
“You guess right,” returned Lano- 
viteh quietly.
Steinmetz sat down. Tie looked 
round as If -wondering whether the 
room M’as very hot. Then with a large 
handkerchief he wiped Ids brow.
“You have surprised me,” he ad­
mitted. “There are complications. I
N l  i
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“ B7io fstnlc the '{laperx train Thars?"
Shall sit up all night with your news, 
dear Stepan. Have you details? 
W onderful- - wonderful! Of course 
there is a God in heaven. How can 
people doubt it -eh?”
“Yes,” said Stepan Eanoviteh quiet­
ly, “there is a God in heaven, and at 
present lie is angry with Russia. Vos, 
I have details. Sydney Bamborough 
came to stay at Thors. Of course iie 
knew all about the Charity league. 
You re m e m b e r  that. It appear-- that 
his M’ife M’as waiting for him aud the 
papers at Tver, l ie  took them from 
my room, but lie did not get them all. 
Had he got them all you -would not bo 
sitting there, my friend. The general 
Scheme he got the list of committee 
names, the local agents, the foreign 
agen ts .  But the complete list of the 
league he failed to And. He secured
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nothing from it bee.-iuso the sums M'ere 
Identified by a numerul only, tin* clew  
to the numbers being the complete list, 
which I burned when 1 missed the oth­
er papers."
Steinmetz nodded curtly.
“That M’as Mdse.” lie said. “You tire 
a clever man, Stepan, but too good for 
this M’ovid and its rascals. Go on.”
“It would appear that Bamborough 
rode to Tver with the papers. M-ldeh he 
handed to his wife. She took thorn to 
Paris, while he i n t e n d e d  to come back 
to Thors. He had a certain cheap cun­
ning and uifb.,-m -<'d Impertinence. But, 
as you I,now perhaps, he disappeared.” 
“Yes," said Steinmetz, scratching his
forehead with 
appeared.”
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lo  au American Is due the credit 
for having made the fountain pen ths 
useful article it has come to be, for 
without the gold pen point, which can­
not corrode, the fountain pen would be 
useless.
’I he manufacture of gold pens was 
commenced in the United States In 1835 
by a watchmaker of Detroit. Attempts 
had been made in England to make 
g"ld pens prior to that time, but they 
mot with little success. Alloyed gold 
is too soft to make a durable point, and 
this clrcumstauce made It necessary 
to protect the pen points with dla« 
momls or rubles until John Isaac Haw­
kins, a citizen of the United States, but 
residing in England while the experi­
ments in the manufacturing of gold 
peps M’ere in progress there, accidental­
ly discovered that the native alloy of 
iridium and osmium ore, one of the 
hardest and most refractory of all me­
tallic alloys, could be used for protect­
ing the polnta to much better advan­
tage und more cheaply.
Hawkins’ rights M’ere purchased by a 
clergyman of Detroit, who Induced the 
watchmaker above mentioned to manu­
facture gold pens. The first pens made 
by him Mere poor substitutes for the 
quill then in use. In 1840 his plant 
was taken to New York, where ths 
business M’as enlarged.
Quite an improvement was added to 
the plant by the machines for the mak­
ing and tempering of the pens, invent­
ed by John Rendell, one of the em­
ployees of the establishment. This es­
tablishment soon produced a gold pen 
ko perfect that i t  combined the elas­
ticity of the quill with the permanency 
o f  the metal. About 1 850  I t  wag dis­
covered that by imbedding the Iridium 
points in the gold instead of soldering 
them on the corrosive influence of the 
ink on the tM’o metals, the solder aud 
the gold, Mas avoided and a firmer 
hold in the pen M’as given to the points.
The gold pen has been brought to its 
present degree of perfection by the 
American manufacturer, and the In­
dustry from its inception has been 
characterized by the use of American 
methods. For the production of the 
gold pen a high degree of skill is neces­
sary, and only experts are employed 
In the different plants.
The gold used in the making of the 
pens Is obtained from the United 
titates assay office. It is then melted 
and alloyed about sixteen carats fine 
and rolled Into a long, narrow ribbon, 
from M’hlch pen blanks or flat plates 
in the shape of a pen, but considerably 
thicker than the finished pen, are cut 
by means of a lever press or die and 
punch. The blunt nib of the blank Is 
notched or recessed at the end to re­
ceive the Iridium that forms the ex­
ceedingly bard point which all good 
pens possess.
The Iridium is coated with a cream 
of borax ground In water and laid in 
the notch formed In the end of the 
blank. It Is then secured by a process 
of sM’eating, which is nothing mors or 
less than melting the gold of which the 
pen Is formed so that It unites solidly 
with the iridium. The blank is then 
passed betMeen rollers of peculiar 
form to give a gradually diminishing 
thickness from the point backward. 
The rolls have a small cavity la which 
the extreme end of the iridium pointed 
nib is placed to prevent injury to the 
iridium. After rolling the nib of every 
pen Is stiffened and rendered spongy 
by hammering.
This Is the most important process 
in the manufacture of the pen, as the 
elasticity of the pen depends entirely 
upon this operation. The pen is then 
trimmed by a press similar to that 
M’hlch is used for cutting out the 
blanks or by automatic machinery. 
When the blank has been trimmed the 
name of the manufacturer and the 
number of the pen are stamped on it 
by means of a screw press.
The pen ’s given its convex surface 
also by means of a screw press, the 
blank being pressed between a concave 
die beneath and a convex one above. 
Quite a little force is necessary to 
bring the pen to the required convex­
ity, and M’hen this operation is com­
pleted tM’o JaM’s approach the blank 
and press it up on opposite edges, thus 
giving the pen its final shape.
The next step is to cut the Iridium 
into two points by holding It on the 
edge of a thin copper disk which is 
charged M’ith fine emery and oil and 
revolves at a high speed. The nib b  
then slit by a machine and the slit 
cleared by means of a fine circular 
snM’. After slitting, the nibs are 
brought together by hammering, and 
the pen is burnished on the inside by a 
concave form and on the outside by a 
convex form. This Is necessary to givs 
the pen a uniform surface and greater 
elasticity.
Those nibs are then set by the fingers 
alone, after which operation the pen is 
ground by a lathe with a thin steel 
disk and a copper cylinder, both charg­
ed M’ith fine emery and oil. The slit 
Is then ground by a fine disk, and the 
sides of the nibs and the points are 
ground upon the copper cylinder. After 
the grinding Is done the pen is polished 
upon buff M’heels, which completes the 
process 6f manufacture.
Before the pen Is placed upon the 
market, however, it is given a thorough 
Inspection to see that It possesses ths 
proper elasticity, fineness and weight, 
then passed to an Inspector who tests 
It and weighs It.—Chicago Chronicle.
Thu Stray B u llet.
It is nu odd fact that the most expert 
marksman cannot equal the unerring 
accuracy of the stray bullet In reaching 
the mark.—Baltimore American.
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CHAPTER XVI.
OtJ must accept,'* Steinmetz 
tfpsstsd to Paul. “There is 
no help for I t We cannot af­
ford to offend Vassili, of all 
m  the world.”
were standing together in the 
of a suit of rooms assigned for 
I# to Paul and his party In the 
in Paris. Steinmetz, who 
letter in his hand, looked 
window.
looked at the letter with a 
He held it out from him 
the very stationery, 
i h i exclaimed, “so very 
That good Ststomeis* he calls 
good Stetnmets’—confound 
Mkl Be hopes that his dear 
Will waive ceremony and bring 
princess to dine in the 
He guarantees that 
% the marquise, will be 
t||ft he hopes that 'that good 
Will accompany you and 
■g lady, the cousin of the
threw the letter down on 
toht% left It there for a moment, 
E'HNNk picking It up, he crossed the 
It Into the fire.
he explained, “that 
we are here, and un- 
Wtth hlm we shall be sub- 
tommoyance and delay on tbe 
hp a stupid—a singularly and 
Jpwpfrtnnsly stupid—minor official. If 
WN| infos*, VassiU will conclude that 
^ V f 't t e ta f t a ld  of bim. Therefore we 
especially as VassiU has 
petals. He loves a lord, 'this 
{* If poo accept on some of that 
1 ordered for you with a co- 
gaid coronet, that will already 
mm  .effect”
Saddled. It was his habit either 
er to grumble at Karl Stein- 
snewhat subtle precautions.
be mid, “ 1 leave these 
to you. Let us show Vassili, 
that we are not afraid of
t jamas,*1
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M, Vaseili was pleased to 
m tlt dog bole In the Champs 
was la fla t a gorgeous house 
tawdry style of modern Paris, 
»t to the Iron railings and 
fsCeposta, surmounted by green 
bftousts cunningly devised in cast
h|avy front door was thrown 
j l  lackey, and others bowed 
as if by machinery. Two 
upon the ladles with the 
of their kind and coun 
paid tod the way upstairs, while 
I pscaevad fur coats to the hall 
all very princely and gorgeous
H f w l l
f ’lMHltt sad his sister the marquise— 
(ltoaft lady to ruby velvet and ame- 
whe Invariably caused Maggie 
'• mouth to twitch whenever 
sd ]f»r own during the even 
Ived the guests iu the drawing 
They were standing on the 
nr hearth rug side by side when 
co were dramatically thrown 
id the servant rolled the names 
ever hie tongue.
who was behind, saw 
He. saw VasslU’s mask 
h|en contract with stupefaction 
he act eye««on Etta. He saw the' 
contained Russian give a little
t p and mutter an exclamation before collected himself sufficiently to bow ftfti poncaal his face, but be could not 
me Etta's foce for a moment or two— 
Until the formal greetings were over. 
Than he did see it be noted that it was 
m  white as marble.
soy good Steinmetz!” cried 
Vhflittl, with lese formality, holding 
.OUft his tend with frank and boyish 
feed humor.
my dear Vaasili!'* returned 
'jPtoftmwta, taking the hand.
f i t  to good of you, M. le Prince, and 
JUNh mails mt to honor us In our small 
hanast” said tbe marquise.
mid V assill, with a comprehen- 
tova bow to all his guests—"so you 
are bound for Russia. But I envy you, 
1 euvy you. You know Russia Mme. 
to Princess*?”
Etta met his veiled gase calmly.
_ "A Itttto,” she replied.
There was no sign of recognition in 
hie eye* now, nor pallor on her face.
**A beautiful country, but tbe rest of 
Europe does not believe it. And the 
UBteto of the prince is one of the vast- 
fit; if not tbe most beautiful. It is a 
Upectlikg estate, is It not, prince?” 
“Essentially so,” replied Paul. 
“Bears, wolves, deer, besides, of course, 
Mack game, capercailzie, ptarmigan— 
everything one could desire.”
“Speaking as a sportsman,” suggest­
ed VeesUl gravely.
“Speaking as a sportsman.”
“Of course”—Vassili paused and with 
i  little gesture of the -hand Included 
ftNaftnmets In tbe conversation; It may 
have been that be preferred to have 
Mm talking rather than watching—“of 
course, like all great Russian landhold­
ers, you have your troubles with the 
people, though you are not, strictly 
•peaking. within the famine district." ' 
“Not quite; we are not starving, but
fcSMOwaaaa*» i n i  i n  m—  a
little, but what will you? They im m  
learn to be provident, to work harder 
and drink less. With such people expe­
rience Is the only taskmaster possible 
It is useless talking to them. It is dan­
gerous to pauperize them. Besides, the 
u«-counts that one reads in the news 
papers i. ’e manifestly absurd and <ex- 
a:;gerated. You must not, mademoi­
selle," he said, turning courteously to 
>1 a g g i e - m i  must not believe all you 
are told about Hussia.”
The table was gorgeously decorated; 
the wine was perfect, the dishes Pa- 
ridun. Everything was brilliant, and 
Etta's spirits rose. Such little things 
aiTect the spirits of such little minded 
women.
“It la exile; It is nothing short of ex­
ile.” protested Vassili, who led the con­
versation. “Much as I admire my own 
country as a country, I do not pretend 
to regret a fate that keeps me resident 
in Paris. For men it is different, but 
for madame and for you, mademoiselle 
—ach!" lie  shrugged his shoulders and 
looked up to the celling in mute appeal 
to the gods above it. “Beauty, brillian­
cy, wit—they are all lost In Russia. 
What would Paris say If it knew 
what It was losing?" be added In a 
low tone to Etta, who smiled, well 
pleased. She was not always able to 
distinguish between impertinence and 
flattery. And Indeed they are so close­
ly allied that the distinction is subtle.
Steinmetz, on the left hand of the 
marquise, addressed one or two re­
marks to that lady, who replied with 
her mouth full. He soon discovered 
that that which was before her inter­
ested her more than anything around, 
and during the banquet he contented 
himself by uttering an exclamation of 
delight at a particular flavor which 
the lady was kind enough to point out 
to him with an eloquent and emphatic 
fork from time to time.
Vassili uoted this with some disgust. 
He would have preferred that Karl 
Steinmetz were greedy or more con­
versational.
“But,” the host added aloud, “ladles 
are so good. Perhaps you are inter­
ested iu the peasants?"
Ettu looked at Steinmetz, who gave 
an imperceptible nod.
"Yes," she answered, “I am.”
Vassili followed her glance and found 
Steinmetz eating with grave appre­
ciation of the fare provided.
"Ah," he said in an expectant tone, 
“then you will no doubt pass much of 
your time iu endeavoring to alleviate 
their troubles, their self inflicted trou­
bles, with all defevence to monsieur the 1 
prince.”
"Why with deference to me?” asked 
Paul, looking up quietly, with some­
thing in his steady gaze that made 
Maggie glance anxiously at Steinmetz.
"Well, I understand that you hold 
different opinions,” said the Russian.
"Not at all ’’ answered Paul. "I ad­
mit that the peasants have themselves 
to blame—just as a dog has himself 
to blame when he is caught In a trap.” 
"Is the case analogous? Let me rec­
ommend those olives—I have them 
from Barcelona by a courier.”
"Quite," answered Paul; "and It Is 
the obvious duty of those who know 
better to teach the dog to avoid the 
places where the traps are set. Thanks, 
the olives are excellent.”
“Ah,” said Vassili, turning courteous­
ly to Maggie, “I sometimes thank my 
star that I am not a landholder—only 
a poor bureaucrat. It is so difficult to 
comprehend these questions, mademol 
selle. But of all men in or out of Rus 
sia it is possible our dear prince knows 
best of what he Is talking.”
“Oh, no!” disclaimed Paul, vdth that 
gravity at which some were ready to 
laugh. "I only Judge In a small way 
from a small experience.”
In such wise the conversation went 
on during the dinner, which was a long 
one. Continually, repeatedly, Vassili 
approached the subject of Osterno and 
the dally life In that sequestered coun­
try. But those who knew were silent, 
and It was obvious that Etta and Mag­
gie were ignorant of the life to which 
they were going.
It wTas only after dinner, in the draw­
ing room, w'hile musicians discoursed 
Offenbach and Rossini from behind a 
screen of fern and flower, that Vassili 
found an opportunity of addressing 
himself directly to Etta. In part she 
desired this opportunity, with a breath­
less apprehension behind her bright so­
ciety smile. Without her assistance he 
never would have had it.
“It is most kind of you,” he said in 
French, which language had been spo­
ken all tbe evening in courtesy to the 
marquise, who was now asleep—“it Is 
most kind of yon to condescend to visit 
my poor lior.se. princess. Believe ire.
I feel the honor deeply. When you lirst 
iiiic Into the room—you may have ob­
served it—I was quite tal.cn aback. I—
—1 have read in books of beauty e p.i 
Mo of taking away a man’s breath. 
You must excuse me—I am a plain 
spoken man. 1 never met It until this 
evening.”
Etta excused him readily enough. 
She could forgive plenty of plain 
speaking of this description.
“I only M,;'0 that you x\ 111 l.on i rr-
"This Vassili is the best Engnsn 
scholar I know!” broke in Steinmetz, 
who had approached somewhat quiet­
ly. “But he will not talk, princess—he 
is so shy.”
Paul was approaching also. It was 
11 o’clock, he said, and travelers who 
had to make an early start would do 
well to get home to bed.
When the tall doors had been closed 
behind the departing guests, Vassili 
walked slowly to the fireplace.
He stood biting at bis thumb nail, 
looking at the door through which Etta 
Alexis had just passed in all the glory 
of her beauty, wealth and position.
“The woman,” he said slowly, “who 
sold me the Charity league papers, and 
she thinks I do not recognize her!”
CHAPTER XVII.
ARE STEINMETZ had appar­
ently been transacting business 
on the Vassili Ostrov, which 
the traveled reader doubtless 
knows as the northern bank of the 
Neva, a part of St. Petersburg.
He was recrossing tbe river, not by 
the bridge, which requires a doffed hat 
by reason of its shrine, but by one of 
the numerous roads cut across tbe ice 
from bank to bank. He duly reached 
the southern shore, ascending to the 
Admiralty gardens by a flight of sand­
ed steps.
A girl had crossed the river In front 
of him at a smart pace. She now 
slackened her speed so much as to al­
low him to pass her. Karl Steinmetz 
noticed the action. He noticed most 
thing*, this dull German. Presently 
she passed him again. She dropped 
her umbrella, and before picking it up 
described a circle with it—a maneuver 
remarkably like a signal. Then she 
turned abruptly and looked into his 
face, displaying a pleasing little round 
physiognomy with a smiling mouth 
and exaggeratedly grave eyes. It was 
a face of all too common a type In 
these days of cheap education litera­
ture--the face of a w'omanly woman 
engaged in unwomanly work.
Then she came back 
"Your name is Karl Steinmetz,” she 
said gravely.
“That is the name by which I am 
known to a large staff of creditors,” 
replied he.
If you will go to No. 4 Passage 
Kazan, at the back of the cathedral, 
second floor back room on the left at 
the top of the stairs, and go straight in­
to the room you will find a friend who 
wishes to see you,” she said as one re­
peating a lesson by rote.
“And w’ho are you, my dear young 
lady?”
"I—I am no one. I am only a paid 
agent.”
"Ah!”
"Will you go?” asked the girl. 
"Probably. I am curious and not 
nervous. Did he—or is it a she, my 
fatal beauty—did ‘it’ not name an 
hour?”
"Between now and 7 o’clock.”
“Thank you.”
“God be with you!” said the girl, 
suddenly wheeling round and walking 
away.
Without looking after her Steinmetz 
walked on, gradually increasing his 
pace. In a few minutes he reached the 
large house standing within iron gates 
at the upper end of the English quay, 
the house of Prince Pavlo Howard 
Alexis.
He found Paul alone In his study. In 
a few worda be explained the situa­
tion.
"What do you think it means?” ask­
ed the prince.
"Heaven only knows!”
“And you will go?”
"Of course," replied Steinmetz. “I 
love a mystery, especially in St. Pe­
tersburg.”
better go with you,” said
"Yes ”
It was ;i moment for mental reserva­
tions. One womlers whether such are 
taken account o f in heaven.
“ And Paul?” asked the Count Ste­
pan I.unovitch at once. “Tell me about 
him.”
"He Is married,” nnsw om l Stein­
metz.
The Count Lanovltob was looking at 
the lamp. He continued to look at it 
as if interested in the mechanism of 
the burner. Then la* turned bis eyes 
to tiie fact* of iiis companion.
“I wonder, iny friend," lie <aid slow ­
ly, “how niui'li you know?”
“Nothing.” answered Steinmetz.
Tiie count looked at him inquiringly, 
heaved a sharp sigh and abandoned 
the subject.
"Well,” lie said, "let us get to busi­
ness. I have much to ask and to tell 
you. I want you to see Catrina and 
to tell her that I am safe and well, 
but she must not attempt to see mo 
or correspond with me for some years 
yet. Of course you heard no account 
of my trial. I was convicted, on the 
evidence of paid witnesses, <»f inciting 
to rebellion. It was easy ciiouMi. of 
course. I shall live either in the south 
or in Austria. It is better for you to he 
In ignorance."
Steinmetz nodded his head curtly.
“I do not wan to know." he said.
“Will you please ask Catrina to send 
mo money through the usual channel— 
no more than :
It will suffice 
Perhaps some ■
Switzerland or 
dear child tier, 
good Cod to all 
for Russia, her 
It will not eon a 
friend. \\V are
die lias been sending? 
for my small wants, 
lay we may meet ill 
In America. Tell the 
Tell her I pray the 
ow Hint meeting. As 
day has not come yet. 
' in our tine-, my dear 
only the sowers. So 
nnndi for the future. Now about the 
past. I have not been idle. I know
who stole the papers of the Charity 
league and sold them. I know who 
bought them and paid tor them."
Steinmetz closed the door, l ie  came 
back to tin1 tabic, l ie  was not sm il­
ing now quite the contrary.
"Tell me,” he said. "I want to know 
that badly."
The Count J.anovitch loo’o q up with 
ft peculiar soft smile acquitcd in pris­
on. There is no mist,iking it.
“Oil, l hear no ill will," he said.
“I do,” answered Steinmetz bluntly. 
•Who stole t h e  p a p e r s  from Thors?”
“Sydney Bam boro ugh.”
Stemmetz passed liis broad band over 
his forehead as if dazed.
“And who sold them?” he asked.
“His w ife.”
Steinmetz scratched his forehead 
With one linger reflectively.
“Vassili bought them.” lie said. “I 
can guess that.'
“You guess right,” returned I.ano 
viteh quietly.
Steinmetz sat down. He looknl 
round as If wondering wind her the 
room was very hot. Then with a large 
handkerchief lit1 wiped his brow.
“You have surprised me,” he ad 
mitted. “There are complications. I
ten.” add"d Steinn .ctz. »» *
“ And no V you must go!"
The two embraced again and there 
was nothing tunny in the fiction. It is 
a singular thing that the sight of two  
men kissing is conducive either to 
laughter or to tears. There is no m e­
dium cniot ion.
"My vicar friend—my very dear 
friend." said the count, “Cod be with 
>ou alw ass. We may meet again or we 
may nm."
Steinmetz walked down the Nevskl 
Pmspekt. and the sleigh followed him.
Presently he got clunwily into his 
sleigh and drove hack at the usual 
breakneck pace to the palace at the 
upper cud of the English quay.
l ie  sent an ambiguous message to 
Paul saying that he had returned and 
was dressing for dinner. This cere­
mony le* went through Cow !y, as one 
dazed bv a fall or a heavy fatigue.
As Steinmetz went to the drawing 
room he glanced at his watch. It was 
twenty minutes past 7. He still had 
ten minutes to spare before dinner.
l ie  opened the drawing room door. 
Etta was sitting by tbe lire alone. She 
glam ed back over her shoulder in a 
quick, limited way which had only be­
come apparent to Steinmetz since her 
arrival at Petersburg-.
"Cood evening,” she said.
“Good evening, madame,” he an­
swered.
l ie  closed the door carefully behind 
blm.
ORIGIN OP GOLD PENS
TH E FIRST ONES WERE MADE IN ENG­
LAND AND WERE FAILURE8.
Th «n  an Amerfouu Citiiea 
Tfcnt Irltlium  Could Bo L'aod For 
I’rotoctlnar the Points, and tho Per. 
feet Poo Heanlted.
“1 had Paul.
W* are hungry,” said Steinmetz blunt- is on your way home to i:
l7-
Vaasili laugbed and shook a gold eye­
glass cbidlngly.
“Ah, my friend, your old pernicious 
habit of calling a spade a spade! It is 
■nfortuaate that they should hunger a
! 1.1."
went on Vassili, who had a wonderful 
knack of ju h/lag men ami w,„. en. es­
pecially shallow ones. "Now, when 
may tliut be? When may we hope to 
aee you again? How long will you be 
in Russia, and”—
“(iott! No!” exclaimed Steinmetz. “I 
must go alone.”
“Back in time for dinner?” said Paul.
“I hope so. I have had such myste­
rious appointments thrust upon me be­
fore. It is probably a friend who wants 
a hundred ruble note until next Mon­
day.”
The cathedral clock struck 0 as Karl 
Steinmetz turned out of the Nevski 
Prospekt into the large square before 
the sacred edifice. He soon found the 
Kazan passage—a very nest of toy­
shops—and, following the directions 
given, he mounted a narrow staircase. 
He knocked at the door on the left 
hand at the top of the stairs.
“Come In!” said a voice which caus­
ed him to start.
He pushed open therdoor. The room 
was a small one, brilliantly lighted by 
a paraffin lamp. At the table sat an 
old man with broad, benevolent face, 
high forehead, thin hair and that smile 
which savors of the milk of human 
kindness.
“You!” ejaculated Steinmetz. “Ste­
pan!”
“Yes. Come in and close the door.”
He laid aside his pen, extended Ids 
band, and, rising, kissed Karl Stein­
metz on both cheeks after the manner 
of Russians.
“Yes, my dear Karl. It seems that 
the good God lias still a little work for 
Stepan Lnnovitch to do. I got away 
quite easily' in the usual way, through 
a paid evasion agency. I have been 
forwarded from pillar to post, like a 
prize fowl, and reached St. Petersburg 
last night. I have not long to stay. I 
am going south. I may be able to do 
some good yet. I hear that Paul Is 
working wonders In Tver.”
“What about money?” asked Stein­
metz, who was always practical.
“Catrina sent it, the dear child! 
That is one of the conditions made by 
the agency—a hard one. I am to see 
no relations. Mfr w ife-w ell, bon Dieu, 
it does not matter much. She Is oc­
cupied in keeping herself warm, no 
doubt. But Catrina! That is a dif­
ferent matter. Tell me—how is she? 
That is the first thing I want to know.”
“She Is well," answered Steinmetz. 
"I saw her yesterday.”
"And happy?” The bioad faced man 
looked into Steinmetz’s face with con­
siderable keenness.
“ B7io tstnlc t h e  p a p e r s  I n un  T h in s ? "
sh fll sit up nil night with your news, 
my dear Stepan. Have you details? 
Wonderful — wonderful! Of course 
there is a God in heaven. How can 
people doubt it -e h ? ”
“Yes,” said Stepan Banovitch quiet­
ly, "there is a God in heaven, and at 
present Le is angry with Russia. Yes, 
I have details. Sydney Bnmborough 
came to stay at Thors. Of course lie 
knew all about the Charity league. 
You remember that. It appears that 
his w ife was waiting for him and the 
papers at Tver. He took them from 
my room, but lie did not get them all. 
Had he get them all you would not tie 
sitting there, my friend. The general 
Scheme he got -the list of committee 
names, the 'oca! agents, the foreign 
agents. But the complete list of the 
league lie tailed to And. He secured 
tiie list of subserihei's. but learned 
nothing from it because the sums were 
identified by a numeral only, the clew  
to the number-! being the complete list, 
which 1 burm 1 when I missed the oth­
er papers.”
Bteinmetz nodded curtly.
“That was w ise,” lie said. “You are 
a clever man, Stepan, but too good for 
this world and its rascals. Go on.”
“It would .appear 1hat Bnmborough 
rode to Tver with the papers, which he 
handed to his wife. She took thorn to 
Paris, while lie intended to come back
( to  h e  c o n t i n u e d )
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lo  au American is due the credit 
lor having made tho fountain pen the 
useful article it has come to be, for 
without the gold pen point, which can­
not corrode, the fountain pen would be 
Useless.
The manufacture of gold pens was 
commenced in the United States in 1835 
by a watchmaker of Detroit. Attempts 
bail been made in England to make 
g"ld pens prior to that tine, but they 
met with little success. Alloyed gold 
is too soft to make a durable point, and 
this circumstance made It necessary 
to protect the pen points with dia­
monds or rubies until John Isaac Haw­
kins, a citizen of the United States, but 
residing In England while the experi­
ments in the manufacturing of gold 
peps were in progress there, accidental­
ly discovered that the native alloy of 
iridium and osmium ore, one of the 
hardest and most refractory of all me­
tallic alloys, could be used for protect­
ing the points to much better advan­
tage and more cheaply.
Hawkins’ rights were purchased by a 
clergyman of Detroit, who induced the 
Mutch maker above mentioned to manu­
facture gold pens. The first pens made 
by him were poor substitutes for the 
quill then In use. In 1840 his plant 
was taken to New York, where the 
business was enlarged.
Quite an Improvement was added to 
the plaut by the machines for the mak­
ing and tempering of the pens, invent­
ed by John Rendell, one of the em­
ployees of the establishment. This es­
tablishment soon produced a gold pen 
k<> perfect that it combined the elas­
ticity of tho quill with the permanency 
of the metal. About 1800 it was dis­
covered that by imbedding the iridium 
points in the gold instead of soldering 
them on the corrosive influence of the 
ink on the two metals, the solder and 
the gold, was avoided and a firmer 
hold iu the pen was given to the points.
The gold pen has been brought to its 
present degree of perfection by the 
American manufacturer, and the in­
dustry from its inception has been 
characterized by the us; of American 
methods. For the production of the 
gold pen a high degree of skill is neces­
sary, and only experts are employed 
in the different plants.
The gold used iu the making of the 
pens is obtained from the United 
States assay office It is then melted 
and alloyed about sixteen carats fine 
and rolled Into a long, narrow ribbon, 
from which pen blanks or fiat plates 
in the shape of a pen, but considerably 
thicker than the finished pen, are cot 
by means of a lever press or die and 
punch. The blunt nib of the blank Is 
notched or recessed at the end to re­
ceive the irldinm that forms the ex­
ceedingly hard point which all good 
pens possess.
The Iridium is coated with a cream 
of borax ground in water and laid in 
the retch formed in the end of the 
blank. It is then secured by a process 
of sweating, which Is nothing more or 
less than melting the gold of which the 
pen is formed so that it unites solidly 
with tho iridium. The blank Is then 
passed between rollers of peculiar 
form to give a gradually diminishing 
thickness from the point backward. 
The rolls have a small cavity iu which 
the extreme end of the iridium pointed 
nib is placed to prevent Injury to tho 
Iridium. After rolling the nib of every 
pen is stiffened and rendered spongy 
by hammering.
This Is the most Important process 
In the manufacture of the pen, as the 
elasticity of the pen depends entirely 
upon this operation. The pen is then 
trimmed by a press similar to that 
which is used for cutting out the 
blanks or by automatic machinery. 
When the blank has been trimmed the 
name of the manufacturer and the 
number of the pen are stamped on It 
by means of a screw press.
The pen is given Its convex surface 
also by means of a screw press, the 
blank being pressed between a conct.ve 
die beneath and a convex one above. 
Quite a little force is necessary to 
bring the pen to the required convex­
ity, and when this operation is com­
pleted two jaws approach the blank 
and press It up on opposite edges, thus 
giving the pen its final shape.
The next step is to cut the iridium 
Into two points by bolding it on the 
edge of a thin copper disk which is 
charged with fine emery and oil and 
revolves at a high speed. The nib Is 
then silt by a machine and the slit 
cleared by means of a fine circular 
saw. After slitting, the nibs are 
brought together by hammering, and 
the pen Is burnished on the inside by a 
concave form and on the outside by a 
convex form. This is necessary to give 
the pen a uniform surface and greater 
elasticity.
These nibs are then set by the fingers 
alone, after which operation the pen is 
ground by a lathe with a thin steel 
disk and a copper cylinder, both charg­
ed with fine emery and oil. Tbe silt 
Is then ground by a fine disk, and the 
sides of the nibs and the points are 
ground upon the copper cylinder. After 
the grinding Is done the pen Is polished 
upon buff wheels, which completes the 
process of manufacture.
Before the pen Is placed upon the 
market, however. It is given a thorough 
Inspection to see that It possesses the 
proper elasticity, fineness and weight, 
then passed to an Inspector who tests 
It and weighs it.—Chicago Chronicle.
T h e Stray B u llet.
It Is nu odd fact that tbe most expert 
marksman cannot equal the unerriDg 
accuracy of the stray bullet in reaching 
the mark.—Baltimore American.
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LOCAL NEWS.
M * W. 8. Webb of Caribou ii in
Ifili Mattie Tobin of Boston is in 
taw* oo a TMOtbm of foot weeks.
Mb . B. A. Donovan and daughters 
Geneva and Ethel, are visiting friends
Attn f^trieJlnateeH  AJHWQVo
AlMfaball moose was seen recently 
■Mr the bowse of Mr. WhUfield Taylor
s - i  —Ml JSPQ^ KJBe
M b May Baehanan of Boston is the 
||Mti if  ktt sister Mrs. Chas. Parsons 
Mr a Mw days.
M. G. Murphy, traveling freight 
ttfHl of tbs C. P. R., was in town 
Mir week on business*
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Putnam and 
iragbler vstarned from a sh< rt trip to 
frirt PhbiaM where they have been
Jflbi O. M. Tribou of Lynn, Mass., 
BljMMttS last week with Mr. and Mrs. 
WjkttMB is this week the guest of Mrs.
f t '  Mi IPuftWi
< Mb  Louise Macdonald of Brockton, 
Masi.» arrived Saturday on a short; 
riril ta her parent* Mr. and Mrs. Fin-
tW
<* y*.nJ
i t -
>
b \
rlV
■i >
Ins Xrria retnrned this week from 
tMttfMsf HaMov where for the past 
Jttss#: 'riseka hi has been taking u 
■mb assdnd rest.
lea MB page ad of L. L. McLeod on 
|ttgs 9* Dry Goods of all descriptions 
prices, beginning Monday
■ * •* * « . M t -  M th.
Mss. J. D. Walker of Roxbury, 
' Maas., who has bean visiting her parents 
«»)PMKa and Mss. K. McKay, returned to 
|llfll;|ittM  Jriday of last week
. f t  A* Perrigo hat recently received 
^  SH ssplss of hi* hook “The Jftan and 
ia** wl kh will be distributed 
at ones. Buy the book, it 
worth the price 
T. Taylor formerly of Hodg- 
Maiding in Arizona, will ar- 
nsst waek after five years 
Mr. Taylor will probably 
in Hodgdon hereafter 
Mis. Harry Watson and 
an visiting at the home 
Walaoa*a parents Mr. and Mrs. 
oa High 8t. Mr. Wat- 
of Um school at Good
are doing a great amount 
over the state and besides 
sear Monticello, there are 
anuad the county. A 
Mo ia New Limerick near Hans- 
iJLshs Is doing a gnat deal ot 
a heavy rain comes 
usees will be nrious. 
it Telephone Co. has 
m  at work about town 
i and placing instruments, 
of business an already 
ia working order. The 
Oe. ie aleo doing a fine 
mm and many new sub- 
been reoeived.
who took the canvas 
Mltti Mis. V. P. Stone’s yard, Bangor 
fMri, win he ao kind as to return it no 
gBSStMSB wiU be asked as the party is 
w«M kaowa and the canvas is so mark 
f t  that It can be easily detected, and 
MMs psnsa rather not be dealt with 
i |  Ma latent of ths law they will please
A S in  of diphtheria recently deve 
Ispttd k  the Mmily of Mr. Brace Dicki 
•IB OB Rlverrid* 8t. resulting in the 
a s  child, Stanley, aged 2 
9 month*. A strict .quaran 
kept about the premises 
dad t i l l  understood that the disease 
Is aaw writ undcr'oontrol and no further 
diBBM M ts bs found.
Ths Ontral Labor Union of Mil- 
Masksi an  making great preparations 
of Labor day, Mon 
4. B. I. Graham, pnsident 
n i l*  Union, was in town Mu week 
la aalriag neeeeeaiy arrangements for 
Mb eelebeetion. The B. & A. will 
MahaatMMsly low rate* for the round 
trig bM^  nndonbtedly a large number 
• f  peopb from this town will visit the 
“Magic City** on Sept. 4.
Tasperitor ColpitU of Woodstock was 
1b town this weak looking after some 
«f the Men on the border who have 
flritttkg|Me laws of New Brunswick 
hut at p la n t an on Maine soil. He 
sayi Mat as for as ha is cone med 
without Mnr or prgjudioe, the fight is 
wa to a against every man who 
la sailing liquor on oui border. He 
ande an inspection of the stores at 
Bridgewater <me day this week and 
found one of the men who was supposed 
to be out of business bad again “pitch­
ed his lent toward Sodom”. The ar­
dent that was found was Provincial 
Bran hat stored on the American side. 
S t  telephoned to Deputy Collector 
Pstcn of Bridgewater who went down 
and took poisseeion cf the goods.
LOCAL NEWS.
'V 4
TO RENT—A tenement of five 
rooms for small family. Inquire at 44 
High St.
Don A. H. Powers of this town was 
in Presque Isle Wednesday on busines.
F. P. Tinker, traveling freight agent 
for the 0 . P. R. is in town this week 
on business.
Miss Pierce of Laredo, Texas, is 
visiting her sister Miss Geraldine at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pierce.
The excursion to Fort Kent which 
occurred on Wednesday of this week 
was well patronized by people of this 
town.
Saturday, Aug. 26 at the studio of 
the Eclipse Photo Gallery on School 
St. will be the last day to secure 99c 
photos.
Every mile in less than one minute 
was the record of the special train 
carrying the fire crew to Monticello, 
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Henry M. Chapman arrived 
Wednesday from Bangor to pass a 
few days with her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn.
Rev. and Mrs. Daniel E. Putnam 
went to Bangor, Thursday. On ac­
count of their absence there will be no 
services in the Congregational church 
next Sunday.
Miss May Sincock who has been 
studying music at the New England 
Conservatory for the past year wishes to 
announce that she . will receive pupils 
in voice and piano at her home on 
Charles St.
Services in the First Baptist Church 
will be resumed next Sunday. The 
pastor, Rev. J. A. Ford will speak at 
the usual hour in the morning and talk 
in the evening on Echoes from North 
field.
WANTED—Lady or gentleman of 
fair education to travel for firm of 
$250,000 capital. Salary $1,072 per 
year, payable weekly. Expenses ad­
vanced. Address Geo. G. Clow*, 
Houlton, Me.
Many of the farmers in this section 
are at present busily engaged in digging 
their earliest varieties of potatoes and 
considering the extremely unfavorable 
weather which has prevailed through­
out the season an extremely good yield 
is being obtained in most localities.
The Aroostook Baptist Association 
will hold its annual meeting in the 
Baptist chuich in this town next Wed­
nesday and Thursday Aug. 30th and 
81st. A large attendance of visitors 
are expected from different parts of 
this county and throughout the state.
The Eastern Maine State Fair occurs 
at Bangor next week beginning Tues­
day, Aug. 81 and continuing four days 
until Sept. 1. The rate from Houlton 
going from Aug. 24th to 28th inclusive 
ie #5.00 and from Aug. 29th to 31st 
inclusive the rate is $3.50 for the 
round trip.
Elbridge G. Davis at present is at 
work in this town for Sparrow & Co. 
of Newton, Mass., recording names for 
the new directory which ’the above firm 
are soon to publish. The directory wil  ^
be complete covering many more towns 
in the county than ever before. It is 
expected that the Houlton edition will 
be ready for distribution by October 
1st.
Just as we were going to press to­
day an alarm was rung in for a fire in 
the Union Square Hotel. The fire 
caught around the chimney in the attic 
and was under considerable headway 
before the alarm was given. Very little 
damage was done by fire but the 
amount of water which was necessarily 
used did considerable damage to the 
interior of the building.
Manager W. T. French of the Opera 
House is to be congratulated upon his 
success in securing the production of 
Quincy Adams Sawyer which was give i 
at his theatre on Tuesday evening of 
this week. The production was one of 
unusual merit and was greeted by a 
large and appreciative audience. It is 
quite unfair to speak of the work of 
any individual member of the company 
as all were (artists who have brought 
their work up to a Ugh standard of 
excellence, but we were much impressed 
with the personality of John Thatcher 
who took the part of Quincy Adams 
Sawyer and who from the moment 
of his appearance carried the audience 
with him. Also we would speak in 
the warmest terms of Miss Elizabeth 
Meredith whose part was that of Alice 
Pettengill, the blind girl with whom all 
are familiar who have read the story. 
Miss Meredith's part was one of the 
most difficult in the play and was taken 
in a way which aroused the tender 
feelings of a large majority of the 
audience.
LOCAL NEWS.
Rev. Z. M. Miller will preach at the 
Free Baptist Church in White Settle­
ment next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 
and evening at 7.30 local time.
On the account of the farm laborers 
excursions which at this time of year 
are being run on the C. P. R. it has 
been impossible for the band to procure 
cars to run its excursion to St. Andrews 
and the project has been abandoned.
Murray Donnell and Dr. H B. 
Garrison who for the past few weeks 
joyed an outing, making a trip around 
the Allagash returned home Monday of 
this week after enjoying a very pleasant 
trip.
Look out for the eclipse of the sun 
Wednesday morning, August 30. It is 
a total eclipse, visible here as a partial 
eclipse. A piece of smoked glass will 
help you out in your observation of it 
The eclipse begins at 5.35 standard 
time, and ends at 7.30. It is total over 
the northern part of tie  Dominion of 
Canada, over southern Europe and 
northern Africa.
The Baby Contest which was held 
recently at the Eclipse Photo Gallery 
was quite an interesting affair and 
was attended by a large number of 
people. The largest votes received 
were for the children of the following 
citizens. Albert White 63 ; F. M 
Hume 100 ; Mrs. Haynes 180, and the 
prize winner was the child of Richard 
Anderson who received 518 votes. A 
delegation of young ladies of the town 
acted as judges.
The annual meeting of the Aroostook 
Baptist association will be held in the 
First Baptist Church, Houlton Aug. 30 
and 31st. Speakers from outside the 
state will be in attendance. Rev. J 
Cummings of Heuzada Burma will 
represent the Foreign Missionary Boards 
and Mrs. Anna Sargent Hunt of Au­
burn and Rev. Fred Snow of Old Town 
will speak for the Home Mission inter­
ests, while the state work will be repre­
sented by Rev. I. B. Mower, of Water- 
ville and Rev. H. N. Pringle will speak 
for the Christian Civic League.
A quiet but very pretty wedding took 
place on Wednesday night Aug. 23rd 
at the Baptist parsonage, Lenoard St., 
in which Mr. Howard Gibson of Benton 
N. B. and Miss Ida Dickinson of Can­
terbury, N. B , were the contracting 
parties. The ceremony was performed 
by Rev. J. A. Ford of the First Baptist 
Church. The bride is well known and 
highly esteemed in Houlton where she 
has made her home for several years. 
The groom has recently accepted a 
position as book-keeper in Milo and is a 
young man of excellent character and 
pleasing manner. The happy couple 
will make their home in Milo where the 
good wishes of many friends will follow 
them.
Mr. H. M. Orriss who advertises his 
residence on Highland Ave. for sale in 
this week’s Times is making plans to 
go to California this fall, he has just 
perfected arrangments with the R. R. 
Co. for one of their latest pattern 
sleepers to be placed at Houlton on or 
about Oct. 29th. This is a splendid 
opportunity for parties going to Cali­
fornia as it does away with all the 
worry and expense of changing cars 
and transferring baggage. Its a Houlton 
to California party in their own sleeper 
under R. R. escort and at the same 
time takes fullest advantage of the low 
rates. We understand that if more 
than one car is needed a second car can 
be placed at Caribou or othsr conven­
ient point. Parties who are thinking 
of going should communicate with Mr. 
Orriss at once.
At about five o’clock Wednesday 
afternoon the fire bell sounded, the 
alarm proving to be a summons for the 
Houlton Co. to go to Monticello to 
fight a forest fire which was raging 
there and the slight breeze which pre- 
valed was driving the fire in the direc­
tion of the village. The fire Co. 
responded and in a very short time were 
on a special train provided by the B. & 
A. taking the steamer from this town 
with them. Upon their arrival at 
Monticello the situation looked ex­
tremely dangerous and a line of hose 
was immediately laid through the town 
and all buildings within reach were 
thoroughly wet down. Many of the 
residents of the village in anticipation 
of being burned out had moved their 
househdld effects out and were pre­
pared for the worst but we are pleased 
to report that the worst did not arrive, 
as the blaze was held in control. The 
engine and part of the Fire Co. re­
mained over night. A fine supper 
was served to the firemen during the 
evening by the ladies of Monticello who 
are famous as cooks.
LOCAL NEWS.
Miss Pansy Felch went to Greenville 
Thursday.
C H. Wheeler returned this week 
from Boston where he has been on 
business.
M iss Margaret Burnham went to St. 
Andrews, Thursday, for a few day’s 
outing.
Potatoes are being harvested tapidly. 
Early varieties are now bringing $1.25 
per bbl
J. S. Hodgdon editor and proprietor 
of the Presque Isle Independent was in 
town today on business and while here 
was a pleasant caller at this office.
Conductor Attridge will go to St. 
Andrews Saturday and remain with 
his family until the following Tuesday.
Miss Fletcher, head clerk^at Berry & 
Taylor’s returned Friday night from a 
three week’s vacation spent in Newport 
Hartland, Liberty and Bangor.
Miss Mable McGlinchy returned Sat­
urday from a visit of several weeks 
with relatives in Boston and Lawrence.
L A. Rogeis of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., who has been passing a few 
weeks in the woods in the vicinity of 
Mt. Chase, returned to his home this 
Friday morning.
The Northern Maine Fair at Presque 
Isle occurs Sept. 5, 6 and 7. Low 
rates will be made over the B. & A. R. 
R. and as large purses are being offered 
good racing is assured.
LOST—Between Patten and Mr. 
Lowell Davis’s in Mt. Chase or Hersey, 
a black wallet containing about $13. 
The finder will be rewarded by return­
ing to L. M. Felch Houlton.
Mrs. Henry Arnold and daughter 
Dorothy of Boston, arrived here Sat­
urday evening. Mrs. Arnold’s friends 
will be glad to know that she will be in 
this vicinity for the next three weeks.
At the meeting of the W. C. T. U., 
Thursday, it was voted to omit the 
regular session next week as the Bap­
tist Association will occupy the rooms 
of the church on that day.
The report circulated this week that 
Burleigh & Cushing’s mill at what is 
called “ McNally pit” was destroyed by 
fire is erroneous. The mill was savec 
but a large quantity of lumber was 
burned and a number of small dwell 
ings occupied by employees were also 
destroyed.
We had the pleasure of driving to 
Woodstock one day this week with peo 
pie from Massachusetts and some from 
the western part of the state.Many of 
them had never been across the border 
and some of them had never seen the 
line stores, (they had heard *f them 
even in Boston). The day was al 
that could be asked for. With double 
hitchup and Jackins at the reins we 
were sure of a safe passage. The first 
place of interest was the Boundary line 
between Maine and New Brunswick 
with its iron post marking the division 
between the two governments. The 
business at the liquor stores this morn­
ing, we should judge, was poor as no 
customers were in sight.
The building on the right occupied 
by John McLain was looking rather 
the worse for wear. The order of Mr. 
Colpits to open up the line through the 
building had been complied with. An 
opening had been made through the 
building where the line between the 
two governments is supposed tobe. 
The next place of note after passing 
thii point was Park’s hill. At the top 
of this hill we get a fine view of the 
country on either side of the border. 
Here we were overtaken by J. H. 
Thompson, one of the Thompson family 
doing business a1 theborder We gladly 
exchanged a seat over the hind end of a 
buck board for a seat in John’s rubber 
tired buggy. We found Mr. Thomp­
son ready and willing to discuss the 
boundary line question and while we 
differed in our views we did it in a 
friendly spirit. Mr. Thompson showed 
us many favors during the day.
About two miles this side of the city 
of Woodstock we dip inlo the St. John 
valley. Here we get a good view of 
the city and also of the Meduxnekeag 
valley. Taking the drive from 4the top 
of Park’s hill to the city of Woodstock 
we are in doubt if more picturesque 
scenery, better kept farms and build­
ings in the same area can be found in 
New England. We should say that 
the laws of the city are well enforced 
as a visit to the jail revealed only two 
inmates. We were informed by one of 
the police tl at they have only arrested 
two men for drunkenness in four 
months. We leave our Provincial 
neighbors and return home bringing 
with us % good impression of the people 
of Woodstock and their county.
LOCAL ^ NEWS.
Basil O’Grady of Fort Kent was the 
guest of J >hn Mckay this week
FOR SALE—Set of dining room 
chsirs, one cook stove.
MRS. MARGARET HANSON 
Inquire of S. H. HANSON.
The meeting held last Sunday even­
ing at the Congregational church was 
well attended and the missionary ad­
dress given by Mr. Hiwale was evident­
ly appreciated by those who attended. 
As he came to this country last October 
he has done well to learn as much of 
our 1 nguage as he has. His devotion 
and enthusiasm furnish a practical il­
lustration that missionary work in In­
dia is not a failure.
“ All signs” may “ fail in dog days,” 
but if the signs continue, there’ll be the 
biggest season of game that Maine has 
seen in many years, this fall. Sports­
men and woods residents tell of great 
numbers of deer and moose being seen 
in sections hitherto shunned by them, 
and the supply of grouse would appear 
to be greater than at any time for ten 
years, if not longer.—Maine Sports­
man.
The Fredericton Exhibition which 
occurs this year from Sept. 21 to 27 
will be the only large fair in New 
Brunswick this year and the arrange­
ment committee ere sparing no efforts 
to make it the best ever held in the 
provinces. $10,000 00 will be given 
in premiums. The ground space has 
been largely increased and additional 
horse, cattle, swine and sheep sheds, 
and poultry buildings hare been con­
structed. There will be three days 
trotting and racing on track adjoining 
exhibition grounds and perhaps an ad­
ditional day for non wiuners. L jw 
rates on all railways and steamers 
Prize lists and information may be had 
on application to W. S. Hooper, Fred­
ericton, N. B.
The Bangor Fair.
Kemp’s Hippodrome and Wild West 
which will be seen at the Eastern Maine 
State Fair at Maplewood park, Banger, 
Aug. 29, 30 and 31 and Sept. 1, is 
one of the greatest shows of its class 
now in existence in this country. This 
show includes among its features some 
of the greatest feats which have made 
the western cowboy famous as well as 
& number of feats of riding which one 
might expect to see only in a big cir­
cus.
Among the features of this great ex- 
bition are a chariot race between a man 
and a woman driving four thorough­
bred horses to chariots around the half 
mile track ; the Kemp brothers, giving 
a truthful and realistic exhibition of 
Roman bareback riding standing ; cow­
boys in the pony express showing how 
mail and express were carried in the 
early days in the west ; a woman and 
two jockies mounted on thoroughbred 
in half a mile race.
Cowboys will show how unruly 
bronchos are saddled and ridden on the 
western ranges. These cowboys will 
ride and break one horse or bull each 
day of the fair and anybody having 
such a beast is invited to send the ani­
mal to the fair. A woman and two 
jockies mounted on thoroughbred horses 
will run a half mile hurdle race ; cow­
boys will give an exhibition of the pas­
times of the western plains, riding horses 
at full speed and picking up handker­
chiefs and other small objects fiom the 
ground. Miss Jennie Cody, eight years 
old, will give an exhibition of fancy 
rifle shooting. Miss Cody is the young­
est rifle expert in the world ; a woman 
mounted on a thoroughbred will ride a 
a half mile, racing a greyhound.
A LOVE CHASE.
The chase for a brid», showing how 
cowboys on the we-tern plains win a 
wife is one of the great features of the 
exhibition. Col. W. 1'. Cody,, the 
greatest of rifle shooters, will give an 
exhibition daily. A troupe of darkies 
will give a genuine plantation cake­
walk on an elevated stage in front of 
the grand stand.
The program of this great exhibition 
will be chang id from day to day and 
not interfere with the races or other 
features of the fair. In the evening 
there will be a great exhibition of fire­
works which will surpass anything of 
the kind that has ever been seen in 
Bangor. Great bombs and rockets will 
be exploded in the air and there will be 
innumerable set pieces such as the 
tropical tree, the Turkish carpet, re­
volving fountain, electrical comical 
bicycle rate, and many others.
The entries have been coming in in 
arge numbers the last lew days and a 
fine list of starters is promised in all of 
the events on each day’s card. All 
that is necessary now is pleasant 
weather and Bangor will have the 
greatest fair in her history and the best 
to be held in Maine this year.
Ricker Classical Institute.
An Appeal.
Extensive i-r.tl imitli m eded repairs 
re being made on the buildings of 
Ricker Clas-ical Institute. The E x e ­
cutive Board is sparing no pains to 
make the pla t as well as the curricu­
lum ot the Institute a credit to the 
town and county, but they find them ­
selves hampered by lack of funds. The 
school has greatly prospered in all de­
partments and has been meeting cur­
rent expenses the last few years, but 
any special outlay demands a special 
appeal to the friends of the achool. 
These appeals have hitherto been made 
quite largely to interested friends out­
side of Houlton, but it will be readily 
seen that outside sources can be over­
worked. There are obvious reasons 
why Houlton should be given an op­
portunity to show its appreciation of 
the school ; and it is believed that the 
business men of the town will gener­
ously respond.
Houlton has lost the Normal School; 
it has lost the B. & A. car shops. 
Our business men naturally were an­
xious to secure these interests for their 
own town, and were willing to contri­
bute liberally to that end ; but they 
have been established elsewhere. There 
is still an important interest among us 
that should appeal very strongly to ou 
wide awake business men, if for no 
other than purely business considera­
tions. Ricker Classical Institute, at­
tracted to its class-rooms, last year over 
200 students. Over 75 per cent, of 
these came from towns outside of Houl­
ton ,The cost of their board, the amount 
paid for their tuition, and room rent, 
the personal rutlay of teachers and 
pupils for clothing and other supplies 
amounting approximately to $25,000 
were all distributed, directly or indi­
rectly, among the business establish­
ments of the town. Again, through 
the presence of so many young people 
in Houlton from widely separated sec­
tions,^he different business places of 
the town receives a large amount of free 
advertising ; and later on when the 
student establishes a home for himself 
he does not forget the Houlton firm he 
patronized when attending Ricker. 
These considerations can hardly fail to 
weigh with our business men and the 
representatives of Ricker, who will Wait 
on them in a few days in the intereata 
of the school can hardly fail to receive 
generous treatment.
E x e c u t i v e  C o m . R. C. I.
Concert by Miss Ruth Lavers.
Boston’s Musical Prodigy.
Houlton people are soon to have a 
rare treat when on Sept. 5th, they will 
be able to listen to the playing of the 
wonderful child-pianst, Ruth Evelyn 
Lavers ot Boston, who will give a con­
cert in the Unitarian church under the 
auspices of the choir.
Little Miss Lavers is nine years of 
age, and is a pupil of Mrs. Keinhold 
Faelton of the Faelton pianoforte school 
of Boston. She played last year at 
Ponch Gallery. Brooklyn, N. Y. ; 
Institute of Musical and Dramatic Art, 
Carnegie Hall ; Horace Mann School,
N. Y. ; Memorial Hall, Dedham ; at 
four recitals at the Faelton School, 
three times at the Boston Art Club and 
at a recital in Bangor. She played 
also before Mr. Josef Hofmann, Mme. 
Bleemfield-Zeisler and other prominent 
muscians last season. Besides her solo 
pieces last season she played the entire 
Moscheles’ Gesellschaft Concerto in 
F. Major and the Hummel Rondo 
Brillant, Op, 56, a Major.
One critic sajs of her: “ What 
Jo e Hofmann was doing at 12, Ruth 
Lavers is doing at 9. Almost a baby 
she seems in her simple, unconscious 
ways, yet she has been proclaimed by 
highest critics as a prodigy more re­
markable than Hofmann.”
Little Miss Lavers will be assisted 
by Miss Li via Nye Simpson of Boston, 
age 13, pupil of Miss Carolyn S. Fove, 
dramatic reader. Miss Simpson dis­
plays great dramatic talent and has 
charmed many audiences with her 
reading.
The best local talent will also assist 
in the evening’s entertainment.
G. D. MELDRIM &C0.
Furniture, Carpets, 
Caskets and 
Funeral Material.
Kmbalmers and Funeral D irector.
Opera House Block,
17 Court .St. i i o u l t o n , m a i n k
P aWk e TF's  ™ '
H A IR  B A L S A M
I Clean*?* and beautiflet Uio haL. 
remote* a luxuriant growth 
Haver Valla to  Raatora Gray 
H *ir to ita Y outhful Color. 
Cure* acalp di*ea*ei *  hair falling. 
SOc, and $ 1.00 at Drufgtea
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. SOOSEVELT’S
COMPROMISE
! •  P n M O t t d  t o  R u s s i a n  E n v o y  
A‘ • 1 A&d P r o m p t l y  R e je c te d
ji\ W I L L  N O T  P A T  T R I B U T E
f'-£ 1
ft
Ml, }
.4lH4rfcrdt upon tbs table.
1 t, ,
a ? '.V
IjVV
Is A sked to  W ithd raw  
A ll D em ands T herefo r In A r- 
tto lo  JM a tlo g  to  Suklm lln— 
9 b sC o n feren ce  A djourns U ntil 
f l s tw d s j  to  A llow Envoys to  
C onsul t  T heir G overnm ent 8— 
M tas tlv n  Is  Coimldered Very 
B ls e k -B e a l  H ope Now R ests 
W ith  ik e  P re s id en t—Meyer Is 
P o r P eace
N. H ., Aug. 24.—Tbe 
plenipotentiaries a t tbe cou- 
Mi ef yeaterday afteruoou’a se*- 
ef tbe peace conference threw  
I t  w as tbe 
moment—tbe moment to 
A i N k  til tbe previous proceedings of
tps eoeference bad led. Tbe protocol, 
mtehrlng agreem ent upon 8 of the 12 
ewbdtttooa originally presented by Jai>- 
' flpn^  h s d  been signed. One side or tbe 
-giber m ost make a move or tbe pleiii 
Maries bad reached tbe parting of
way*.
adversaries faced each other 
Um table. Of course it w as well 
What would happen, but 
g way, only made it more dra- 
Ptgoratively, President Roose- 
HU Midealy entered the conference 
fggmu Mr. Witte sat silent and the 
MUTi  Is tbe great diplom atic game 
mused to Japan. Baron Koiuura, in •
- WW weeds, explained tha t Japan , In 
lee  great desire for peace, was ready 
Vjtbmtte'certain “modifications” of the 
',[y;-|jdglgal articles, in the hope th a t Rus- 
 ^ i ls  weald god it possible to accept 
v>J $ > p h  Re then presented In w riting  to 
Witte tbe compromise proposition 
‘ Wbleb President Roosevelt had sug-
j '  > I I  W as specific and offered to with- 
’ d m w  artic le  9, providing for tbe pay- 
'gM Ut I p  Boaaia of Jap an ’s bill for tbe 
Off tb e  w ar, on conditions that 
Would accept article 5, which 
h r tbe cession of the Island 
Babbfllln, so modified as to Include 
arrangem ent fo r tbe repurchase by 
iff tbe northern half of the 1*1- 
I UIOO,000,000 yen. In  addition 
to w ithdraw  entirely articles 
IB—surrender of tbe interned 
god lim itation upon R ussia’s 
r  In tbe F a r  E ast. I t  was 
Sooaevelt’s compromise and 
Its contents as well as Ko- 
Tbe question of w hether be 
“binging” w as pu t to the test, 
a  m oment’s hesitation W itte 
th a t the  modification pro* 
W ai merely a aham, a change of 
a  diplom atic attem pt to 
ig  pay w ar tribu te  under an- 
nam e. H e could not accept it. 
MM Kdm ura th a t Russia w anted 
' Mm  bad given tbe proofs in ac-
g |p g |g g  avery article involving the is 
jm e t.q p e e  which tbe w lr  w as fought, 
IMI ifea aavld fight and money for 
dribnrte A e  would not pay a copeck. He 
, Atfcad K am ura to w ithdraw  all de- 
1 m iirflt fo r tribute. .
And ao tba plenipotentiaries sep- 
gralad to meet again on Saturday, o*- 
taaflbly la perm it W itte to place in 
waMtag; aa the roles of tbe conference 
hi* reply to tbe Japanese com- 
propoaitlon. In  reality the 
m t over the two days w as to 
give each aide an opportunity to cou- 
gilt Ita government for the last time.
Tba outlook Is black. The Japanese 
g it oat talking. Tndeed, they appear to 
ht iMMra taciturn and more resolute 
tbaa aver. The only possible line of 
fiffher Japanese concession is consid­
ered to Hi In tbe  direction of a dim inu­
tion  of tbe amount of tbe purchase 
minrr demanded for the north half of 
BobbaUn. Tbo decision rests, there- 
loro, with Russia. Unless the czar 
agraea to yiekt between now and Sat- 
Jgdaj tba and is likely to come on that 
day. And tbe  indications from Pete,-- 
hof. Instead of raising the chances of a 
change of heart on the part of the caur, 
seem to Indicate even a firmer determ i­
nation to yield- neither territory  nor In­
demnity, sugar-coated though the lac 
tar may be.
Tba long instruction received Tues­
day Bight, wblla not a reply to tl-.e com­
munication of President Roosevelt 
given to Wltta at tbe  navy yard  Tues­
day afternoon, was of a character to 
almost completely destroy hope th a t it 
Will be possible for W itte to satisfy 
tba Japanese demand. I f  W itte were 
absolutely free this conference wouid 
not fall. He would m ake peace. He 
sympathises w ith tbe solution offered 
by the president, bu t bis hands are 
tied and unless he receives an imperial 
command he cannot move.
Black as tbe prospect appears, how­
ever, tbe failure of the negotiations is 
not certain. The Russian camp is pesst 
mlatlc to a man, bu t they all know the 
guldt and startling changes of front 
that sometimes take place a t Peterhof. 
And there a re  factors In the situation 
which might affect one of those sud­
den and ^exp licab le  changes in tbe 
agar's attitude which has frequently 
astonished Russia. P rivate  advices 
from Ruaaia say th a t sentim ent in the 
large centres favors acceptance of the 
compromise. This may mean much. 
But tbe real hope still rests w ith Presi- 
dent Roosevelt. He Is resourceful. 
Re baa made'another move. He has
> 1 .-
•ent Ambassador Meyer direct to the 
czar and they were together, according 
to advices received here, for three 
hours yesterday.
Mr. Roosevelt him self may know 
mere about how the czar feels than 
W itte and be able to act upon the in­
formation conveyed to him by his am­
bassador. The report is industriously 
circulated here that Emperor William 
Is responsible for the attitude >f tbe 
czar and everything is traced back to 
the meeting of the two emperors on 
board the Hohenzollern In the Finnish 
gulf. In support of this it Is positively 
stated that after the interview Witte's 
instructions were made stronger and 
more unyielding.
Appeal Has Support of Neutrals
Oyster pay. N. Y., Aug. 24.—Presi­
dent Roosevelt’s final effort to induce 
a cessation of hostilities In the Far 
East is almost dramatic In its ex­
traordinary Interest. Through Mr. 
Meyer. the American ambassador at St. 
Petersburg, he has made a direct appeul 
to the czar to permit the adoption 01 
such measures in the pending peace 
conference as will terminate the war.
Thus far the president has gained his 
points, one after another. It was due to 
tils efforts that the conference did not 
break finally last week and his further 
Important suggestions prevented a final 
dissolution of the conference on Mou- 
day. Now he has carried his appeal for 
peace straight to the czar, an appeal, 
too, which can be said to Lave the posi­
tive support of the great neutral pow­
ers.
Wife Murder end Suicide
Brockton, Mass., Aug. 22.—Two let­
ters written by James W. Crawford, a 
shoemaker, saying that he intended to 
murder his wife and then kill himself, 
were received too late to prevent a 
tragedy, for before a Brockton physi­
cian and an Auburndnle relative could 
arrive at the Crawford home the shoe­
maker had fulfilled his threat. With a 
razor and a butcher knife he almost 
severed his w ife’s head from the body. 
He then committed suicide by cutting 
his own throat with a razor. The 
murderer, who was 53 years of age, left 
a note, claiming full responsibility for 
the crime and declaring that the crime 
was due to jealousy.
Schooner and Mate Loat
Chatham. Mass., Aug. 22.—The coal­
laden schooner M. C. Haskell, New 
York for Rockland. Me., Is a total 
wreck on Handkerchief shoal, and her 
mate, Niolsoi C. Paulsen, was drowned. 
Captain Win.afield and the other mem­
bers of the crew came ashore in their 
own boats. The vessel ran aground on 
the shoal at low tide, and when the 
tide turned she rolled over and sank. 
A thick haze which obscured the 
lights on the skoal was the cause of 
the disaster.
State Police Investigating
Medford, Mass., Aug. 22.—State po­
lice officers are engaged in m aking an 
investigation of the four incendiary 
fires which occurred within an hour 
here Saturday night and which caused 
a  total loss of nearly $50,000. The fires 
resulted in tbe total destruction of the 
F irs t M ethodist Episcopal chorch, the 
partia l destruction of a hosehouse, th* 
burning of sheds on F oster w h arf and 
the  destruction of a  shed belonging to 
tbe New England Brick company.
Yellow Fever Record
New Orleans,. Aug. 24.—Dr. Stark, 
s ta te  health officer a t Lafourche, says 
th a t Dr. Devron has reported to nlm 
th a t up to date he has found 170 cases 
of yellow fever and 200 cases of den­
gue a t Leeville, and conditions are 
such th a t help is needed immediately. 
The following is the yellow fever report 
fo r New Orleans up to 6 p. m. yester­
day: New cases, 53; total to date, 1550; 
deaths, 5; total deaths to date, 210: un­
der treatm ent, 312.
Fsvsr Scars In Illinois
Brownsville, Ills., Aug. 24.—Some 800 
laborers who have been working with 
negro from Shreveport, who was 
taken sick of w hat is said to he yel­
low fever, are In a panic for fe sr  of 
contracting the disease. Many citi­
zens of Brownsville have met the ne­
gro since he passed the quarantine a t 
Cairo. The negro has been Isolated.
Lsavss Army In Dlsgraea
W ashington, Aug. 22.—The president 
has approved the sentence of dism issal 
In the case of Second L ieutenant E bert 
Q. English, F ifth  cavalry, who w as 
court m artlalled on charge* involving 
the obtaining of money under misrep­
resentations, of duplication of pay ac­
counts and m aking false certificates 
relative thereto, etc.
Friction In Art Muaeum
Boston, Aug. 23.—Edw ard Robinson, 
director of the Boston Museum of Fine 
A rts, has sen t a letter to the trustees, 
resigning his position. His letter im­
plies tha t there has been friction be­
tween himself and the governing body 
regarding questions of policy, and 
states th a t his decision now indicated 
is final.
Ran In Front of Engine
Baldwinville, Mass., Aug. 23.—George 
Greenwood, 11 years old, of W est 
Rlndge, N. H., visiting his aunt here, 
started  for the postoffice with two 
cousins and while m aking a short cut 
ran across railroad tracks directly in 
front of an engine and w as killed be­
fore their eyes.
Montague Snowed Under
Richmond, Aug. 24.—In the Demo­
cratic state prim ary United States 
Senator Martin, who was opposed in h h  
candidacy for re-election by Governor 
Montague, canried every congressional 
district, winning by a m ajority of 
about 15,000.
Sheep to Furnish Scalp For Girl
Louisville, Aug. 2 4 —Miss Edna 
Pitts, who was scalped by a factory 
belt, is to have grafted upon her .skin­
less skull and neck part of the sktu of 
a  brown sheep.
The I ogus Home
The National home for disabled vol­
unteer soldiers, the Eastern branch of 
the National home was established by 
act of Congress, approved March 21, 
1886, on land of the famous Togus 
Spring Estate. At that time the 
watar from the spring was used for in­
valids suffering from kidney troubles. 
The purchase was made by Gen. Benj. 
Butler, and the amount of land secured 
was 1894 acres ; since that time a 
number of outlying farms have been 
added until at the present time the 
grounds of the home cover 2800 acres. 
At the time of the purchase the central 
portion of the land was a swamp. This 
has been placed in a good state of culti­
vation and at the present time from 300 
to 400 tons of hay is annually harvested 
and vegetables of all kinds sufficient for 
the needs of the home are produced. The 
home is large and all the comforts of 
home life are to be found. The dining 
room seats over 1200 veterans. The 
average number of veterans at the home 
is 2850, all of whom are well advanced 
in years with the exception of the 
Spanish war veterans, a number of 
whom are at the home. The cemetery 
a beautiful resting place for the honored 
dead now contains the remains of 1800 
veterans, the first being laid to rest in 
1867. Funeral services at the home 
are quite impressive ; the casket is 
placed upon a gun carriage and the pro­
cession is headed by the Togus band 
which is one of the best in the state 
and salutes are fired at the grave. All 
the work at the home such as repairing 
roads and bridges, gardening, driving 
teams, blackemithing, shoemaking, up­
holstering, and all other work is done 
by veterans who receive from B8 to 
B16 per month for their services. The 
veterans are all well attired in blue un­
iforms and are compelled to keep up a 
respectable appearance. Baths each 
week aie comj u lso ry  and hot and cold 
water is furnished for this convenience. 
The amusements at the home are nu­
merous ; band concerts daily ; a recre­
ation hall furnished with pool and 
billiard tables ; card rooms and smoking 
rooms ; a theatre seating 1400 peopele, 
where the best theatricals are presented 
the pries for reseeved seats being 10 
cents and other seats 5 cents ; seats not 
sold are free. The canteen is one of the 
most frequently visited spots at the 
home where during six hours of the day 
Lager beer is served and many of the 
veterans use up their entire pension 
money in this way. The net profits 
from the canteen in 1903 was $2800. 
On visiting the canteen one is forcibly 
reminded of a town meeting in Houlton 
The profits are used for the improve­
ment of the home. A find modern 
church has been built supplied with an 
organ and a paid choir and taken all 
in all the home is a credit to the state 
and to the nation and the generosity of 
Uncle Sam is well shown in furnishing 
such a heavtn of rest in which the 
veterans may pass their last days.
DEATH HER FATE
Hope Young Convicted of M ur­
dering Child
TOOK S E N T E N C E  C A L M L Y
Robinson.
Mrs. Evelyn Richards and little girl 
of Boston arrived here Monday evening 
on a visit to Mrs. Maud Robinson.
Mrs. E H. Boone of Bridgewater 
and Mrs. Ketchum of Fort Fairfield 
were visiting at A. jE. Robinson’s this 
week.
Miss May King who has been staying 
in Houlton for several weeks is stopping 
with her mother for a few days.
Mrs. Eva Akeroyd of Boston is visit­
ing friends here.
Mrs. Letitia Alexander went to 
Boston, Th ursday to visit her daughter 
Ethel.
Miss Ridge of Central America spoke 
on the mission work in that country 
and several names were secured for a 
home workers’ union.
A young daughter has arrived at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Craig.
Mr. Frank Sabean, who for the past 
few months has been supplying in the 
Free Baptist pulpit here, accompanied 
by Herrick Dillen of Mars Hill, came 
near meeting with a serious if net a 
fatal accident Saturday. They were 
driving through the village busily talk­
ing and did noL notice the freight that 
was neering the station. The noise of 
the mill and of several teams that were 
near drowned the roar of the approach­
ing train. They reached the track 
Dillen saw the engine just in time to 
get the herse out of the way, with no­
thing more than a few scratches and a 
broken shaft. This seemed almost
miraculous that there shoul 1 be an es­
cape when in such close proximity to a 
flyiBg engine. This is certainly one
of the blindes; crossings on the line and 
should be supplied with a flagman.
Several wem t from here to Littleton 
to the campground Sunday.
W oniau H ound and  G agged  T w o  
L itt le  O nes an d  L eft T hem  
In W oods to  D ie--O n e R eco v ­
ered  A fter  T errib le  S u ffer in g
Dlgby, N. S.. Aug. 24 —The trial of 
Hope Young for the ruurder of Minnie 
Ward Yeung was concluded here last 
night and the woman was sentenced to 
death.
The jury, after a half hour’s delib­
eration, returned with a verdict of 
“guilty,” with u recommendation to 
mercy. The judge then discharged the 
jury and (old the w itnesses that they 
would not be further required. The 
spectators were then ordered from the 
courtroom and the judge proceed,e<l i o 
pass the sentence of death. The pf&- 
oner was pale, but perfectly calm. 
She stood up and when asked if she had 
anything to say replied “not guilty.'’ 
Tile judge then said: "The jury 
having found you, Hope Young, guilty 
of murder, you shall be taken hack to 
the jail from w hence you came an I 
kept there until Wednesday, the 20th 
day of December next, and betwe-n  
the hours of 4 a. m. and 12 noon, you 
shall be It a aged by the neck until dead, 
and may God have m eivy upon your 
soul.”
When the condemned woman caught 
the words of the death sentence tier 
face Hushed and she appeared to w eak­
en, hut for a moment only. As the 
sheriff escorted her from the court 
she had again assumed her normal con­
dition and was quite cool. On the wav 
back to her cell she asked for the dai'y 
papers so that she could read the pro­
ceedings. As her counsel and the slier 
iff left her she exclaimed in a loud 
voice, “I am as innocent as you are of 
the crime for which I have been con­
demned to death.”
Everything was removed from her 
cell for fear that she might do herse.f 
bodily harm.
The crime of which Hope Young was 
convicted was one of the most cruet, 
most revolting tragedies ever enacted 
in the provinces.
Two small children--one u babj, IS 
month* old, Elina Young, the other 
Minnie Ward, a pretty b-year-old gin*— 
were gagged and bound and left ,o dl» 
iii the woods a mile from the house 
where Hope Young lived.
Minnie Ward was dead when found, 
and It was believed that the little one 
was murdered before being left in tiie 
woods. Tile baby was alive when 
found and, all bough her body was 
badly swollen from the bites of insects 
and her life was despaired of, *hc 
finally recovered.
The W'oman had been living at ihe 
house of Kingsley Melauson as hi* 
housekeeper. She was the mother of 
the baby; Elmer Young, a Boston pri­
vate detective, was declared to be the 
father of both children, und Marie 
Ward of Boston testified that she was 
the mother of the murdered girl.
Two weeks after her arrest Hope 
Young confessed to a crown detective 
that she hid the dead body of Minmt 
Ward In the woods, but claimed that 
the girl had first died a natural death.
Houlton
Directory,
Messrs. Sparrow & Co.
announce that they are now en­
gaged in the preparation of the 
third edition of the Houlton Busi­
ness and Residential Directory. 
We Q promise our subscribers a 
durable and well-bound book, 
printed in large and clear type 
and containing the business and 
residential address of the citizens 
of the place, and in addition the 
names and location of those living 
on the different rural delivery 
routes in the county. In addi­
tion there will be a classified busi­
ness directory, and detailed in­
formation of the manufacturing 
and enterprises, and illustrations 
of public buildings and prominent 
business blocks. Included will 
be the Caribou, Fort Fairfield and 
Presque Isle business aud resi­
dential directories. The whole 
to be bound in one handsome 
volume.
PRICKS $1.50.
Orders may be left at this office 
or at the Exchange Hotel address 
to Mr. L. B. Hillis or Mr. H. 
L. Lewis. We want immediately 
bright lady canvassers on salary 
and commission.
tr
L A B O R  D A Y !
GRAND
CELEBRATION AT
MILLINOCKET
MONDAY SEPT. 4
UNDER AUSPICES OF THE
Millinocket Central
Labor Union.
This will be the only excursion of the season to 
Millinocket, and the committee in charge have 
arranged for a day of pleasure for all who attend. 
The sports will include
Races of all kinds, Base Ball Game 
PRESQUE ISLE vs. CARIBOU
The Olcltown and M illinocket Bands 
w ill be in attendance.
R ates from H oulton $1.00, privilege  
of stopping over $1.50.
COME AND ENJOY YOURSELF.
F r e d e r i c t o n  E x h i b i t i o n ! 
Agricultural and Industrial 
Fair and Live Stock Show
Open to the M aritime Provinces
FR ED ER IC TO N , N. B.
Sept. 2 1, 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 7 , 1905
NEW BRUNSWICK’S BIG FAIR  
6 DAYS ! 6 DAYS !
BRIM FULL OF EDUCATION AND AMUSEMENT.
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT AT LARGE EXPENSE OF
Danger Deriding 
Death Defying 
Desperate Dare-1 >evil DIAVOLO
Ii his
Wonderful Act!
LOOPING THE LOOP
.  r  A . ] r v A  The Chasu-Vaulting Cyclist in his Tremendously Phenom- 
I i l l l N I f i V  enal Feat of riding down a 90 foot incline on an ordinary 
L - V / i l L f  V / safety Bicycle and hurling himself and wheel through 40 
feet of space, alighting on the broken pathway, miraculously resumed and wheeling
calmly to the ground.
Both Acts ABSOLUTELY FREE on the enclosed grounds twice each day.
3 D ays TROTTING AND PACING 3 D ays
Low Rates and Excursions on all lines.
For Prize Lists, Entry Blanks and all information address,
JOHN A. CAMPBELL, M. P. P., President. W. S. HOOPER, Secretary.
TO REN T—Two la rg e  potato houses 
near C. P. U. station in this town. For 
particulars apply to
MRS. G. W. ANDERSON, 
Houlton, or BERT DOYLE, Caribou.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas,' Ellen White and Albion White, 
husband of said Ellen, lwth of Port Fairfield 
in the R’ounty of Aroostook and .stab1 of 
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated |Xovem- 
K*x 18th, 1K99, and recorded in the Aroostook 
Registry of Deeds Vol. 172, Page fioo, 
conveyed [to Aldon White the following 
described real estate situate in said Port 
Pairtield,|to wit: The northerly or westerly 
half of Treaty lot numbensl forty-four ( lb  
north of Aroostook river, containing ninety- 
eight (98) acres. more o>- less, llieing the same 
premises conveyed to said Ellen White In- 
said Aldon White, devisee Raider the will of 
the late William J. White and by Pmelinc 
White, widow of the late William J. White: 
and being the homestead'farm formerly oc- 
(■upit'd by said William ,1. White and now 
oeeupied'by said grantors. And, whereas, 
the said Aldon White by his assigim eat dat­
ed the llth day of October, woo, and re­
corded In the said Registry, in Vol. 17.i, 
Page KM. assigned said mortgage and the 
debt thereby secured :to Richard L. Balser. 
And, wherea.’, the said Richard L. Balser by 
his assignment dated the 9th day of January 
1005, and recorded in the said Registry, Vol. 
loii, Page lr*0, assigned said mortgage and 
the debt thereby secured to Lizzie K. I lacker 
now. therefoie, the condition of said mort­
gage is broken by reason whereof the said 
Lizzie K. Hacker claims a foreclosure there­
of. and gives this notice for that purpose.
Port Fail field, Maine, August 22,1905.
;c~, LIZZIE E. HACKER
llv her Attorney H i.ubkkt W. T kafton.
For Sale.
Upright piano for sale. Intending to leave 
the .State, the owner offers an opportunity to 
purchase a $400 nearly new piano for less 
than half its value. The instrument is of a 
high grade make, rich tone, mahogany ease, 
and is without mar or blemish. Practically 
new. Must sell regardless of price to avoid 
shipping. Write for particulars. Addrfss 
Private care of Aroostook Times, Houlton.
Auction
Warerooms
Rear
Thibadeau
Block.
I will hold Auction saies 
after this week on Wednesdays 
aud Saturdays, afternoons and 
evenings.
Bring in anything you want 
sold Horses, cattle, wagons, 
harnesses and furniture.
Will sell real estate no mat­
ter where located. Everybody 
has something they want to 
dispose of.
I will sell anything from & 
dust pan to a steam calliope.
V/. J. THIBADKAU,
Auctioneer.
m .o o n  w i n f  f o r  b a d  l i v e r s  i« a im ..*
a hpeelfie, htm u '-e It Htimulate^ it to do ita w t-  
ural work, tlma throwing off all polaoiieui 
SLM-.retionu which, if  retained, gets Into the blood 
and urlnt .caiihln^rheumattani gout, kidney and 
b ladder trouble, frequently turning to Bright'a 
disease. 6oc. a bottle. Alt druggists.
The-'Aroostook Times, Friday, August £»5, 1905,
V '
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IH THE BASQUE COUNTRY.
I N  N n Mw  N a iw f f t  «■< Odd Cma~ 
M U  e l the People.
Of N  fltranfa i c i s m  and customs of 
BN Bftflqva country a traveler writes 
*1 was atnMk tqr the way the women 
f l M  and carried themselves. A fat 
all woman With a huge tray on her 
lead walked along at a swinging pace, 
BlgjrtNS V r meanwhile at the
BB of hgr vote*. 1 eaw a woman car 
Wfm§ OB her head first pf all a large 
tNl? Of ftatt (tta stse can be imagined 
m m  I tell you that it was afterward 
ftflf Stall). On the top of this were a 
haehit of washing and a big umbrella 
IS he need to cover the stall. Then in 
)nr M l hand she carried a supple 
ftMBtaiy stall, and by the other she 
N i a little child which could just reach 
BN mother's hand by bolding Its own 
tgp as high as it coaid stretch.
*1 was waiting once at a little way 
tjUt tea ia the village of Ascain when 
d*w an okk lady, followed by two 
' t trt Witte pigs. They all three 
over to the village pump, and 
some water in a pall, 
lady proceeded to wash her 
She cleaned them moet as- 
—ayas, ears, tall, back, bind 
and feet
N •  dignity of carriage about 
omen ia this country. I fan- 
B ht be due to the fact that 
before the 'Code Napoleon’ 
operation, the law obliged 
whether boy or girl, to 
the patrimony and continue the 
df t%> family, the husband taking 
Wife's nemo when the inheritor was 
roman, thus giving the woman 
equality from her birth. The 
are not less beautiful than the
:*\|atte unlike any other language Is 
N at of the Basques. Although when 
f |M N 0 thopo(Nle talk a Spanish sound 
*■* f^lfliflN fs  ho occasionally emitted, it Is 
-'’BN tootty at all like Spanish. 1 was 
AfllaHMfld to lad  that ‘no’ is ‘ess’ in 
and when I asked what 'yes' 
I thought at first the answer was
£ Which would have been very curl- 
l M * t t  tnrnod out to bo ‘ba/ with 
V  softly pronounced.”
A  N U U U M I TH A T  SMELLS
Urn Awful dev That Co m m  From 
A ttS f o f l u u ,
took from bis desk a 
of ooppor. 
fNoks like this attar of roses 
to no,” ho Aid. "Attar of roses 
Kb Bou $10 to $20 au ounce, ac- 
td the market This flask Is 
ow, hut In It a little odor still
smiled delightedly. Ho 
St pure attar of roses be- 
he nascrowed the stopper 
F i l l  eyes* with an ecstatic 
pde nostrils to the flask, 
in  Instant Then be 
his head, twisting his 
> a grimace of disgust, and
a
'Boon yards! Olne fac- 
taagbed.
||N  —y l
good perfume can be
T H E  D O C T O R  K N O W S .
H* !■ Not D eceived  hr the S io iy  Ilia  
P atient Hands* Him.
It was late, tlio doctor's patients inul 
either passed away or wore mending, 
and he was sitting with a number of 
his acquaintances in a corner of the 
dub room.
"It’s a strenuous life we lead,” 
droned the man of medicine, “with the 
grim side turned uppermost as a rule, 
but now and then we get a luugh out 
of it—a laugh with the lid on, of 
course; we can’t afford to show we’ro 
amused. I often wonder,” he went on 
genially, "why some of you chaps ever 
send for a physician. You don’t tell 
him the truth once in twenty times. 
You're in a had way and you’re sorry, 
and to hear you talk I’d think your 
mouths were cold storage boxes for 
butter. You suspect that lobster or a 
rich sauce you ate day before yester­
day Is at tbe bottom of the trouble. 
You know what's curled you up, and 
you’re frightened out of a year’s 
growth for fear I’ll learn.
"Accordingly, instead of taking me 
into your confidence, you tell me an 
impossible story. And if 1 cross ex­
amine you closely and hedge you In 
you’ll reluctantly admit that you’ve 
been somewhat indiscreet. You smoked 
four cigars Thursday and took six 
drinks. Doesn't It ever occur to you 
that I know by your flutters that you 
smoked from breakfast to bed and 
took sixteen drinks and six more for 
good measure?
"If I were to believe you and dose 
you for your ailments as you describe 
them you’d never get well. Now and 
then I have to give you strychnine and 
nitroglycerin to restore the action of 
the heart, and to listen to you I might 
conclude that you’d had too much pink 
Ice at a children’s party.
‘As T atnted, we doctors get some 
fun out of it, but what do you do It 
for? We were not always doctors, we 
haven’t always taken the best care of 
ourselves, and we’re not fools.”— 
Providence Journal.
L I F E  ON A W ARSH IP.
F E A T H E R E D  G L U T T O N S .
Some A re
«N«U Ilk. that," b .
Cron * abalf a cut glass jar 
a thick, yellowish oil that 
i partly refined, 
^ h . said, "there are forty 
attar of rotes worth 
Ton know how ths attar 
Mow watcli me make a 
ip aiding thing* to it ” 
w drop, of ths attar into 
Dad tba vial with spirits 
BNBwr of orris, then on. of 
i l l  IMA of violet, of orange, 
and, finally, th . oil of cIo v m
ha m il, MNnaU that Isn’t 
i r
•aid th . visiter, 
wttheut its foundation of the 
nafi softly attar of roses it 
MU any twttar than a plate 
i/V-ltaw York Herald.
aN m purttattlar ahont speed, 
M t I  flMflt have a gent), borse,” re-
W  Hr..Grew. "My wife wants
m  pm  see. Will yon warrant 
to b# safer
■aid th. dealer re&ssur- 
M y . "HPa a regular lady’s horse.”
"Ion ara ears ha’s not afraid of any- 
B dagr aaksd Mr. Qreen anxiously 
B A  fim th. tenth time.
She dealer assumed an air of reflec-
"WalV thsr. Is ana thing that he has 
fihrapi appeared to b. afraid of ever 
ghN. 1 got bin," he admitted con- 
MNatNoaly. ' I t  seems as If he’s 
■mr.fi t .  fimth for fear some one 
might my Whoa I* anfi he not hear It.”
V e ry G reed y B irds T h at  
T re m cn d o m  Feeders.
Despite the fact that "the appetite 
of a bird” has become a common phrase 
for light eating, investigations show 
that birds are tremendous feeders. The 
diet of the average kestrel (a small Eu­
ropean hawk) is calculated at 1,000 
mice a month, to say nothing of insects 
and worms. The barn owl is as vora­
cious as the kestrel. An Investigator, 
after caging one of these birds, gave It 
seven mice one after the other. Tlio 
tflr8t six Immediately disappeared, each 
with a gobble and a gulp, aad the owl 
did Its very best to treat the seventh 
a like manner. Limitations of ab­
dominal capacity, however, prevented, 
and though the gobble came off the 
gulp did not, so that for twenty min­
utes or so the tall of the seventh mouse 
dangled from the corner of the bird’s 
bpak. But In due course It swallowed 
the body, and three hours later the 
pangs of hunger reasserted themselves 
and the owl ate four more mice.
Pour pounds would be a heavy weight 
for a heron. Yet one of those birds, 
which was trapped in England, dis­
gorged two recently swallowed trout, 
one of which weighed two pounds and 
the other one and a half pounds. An­
other captured had contrived to put 
away three trout averaging three-quar­
ters of a pound apiece, although It was 
only four months old, and another had 
dined upon seven small trout, together 
with a mouse and a thrush.
Among <he greediest birds are wood 
pigeons, which will continue to gulp 
down food until their crops are almost 
at the bursting point. From one of 
these birds, shot as It was returning 
from a raid In the fields, no fewer than 
800 grains of wheat were taken. Au 
other had contrived to cram down no 
fewer than 000 peas. A third was en­
deavoring to sustain nature with 180 
beech nuts and a fourth with sixty 
acorns. ________________
C r e a tin g  th e F ash io n s.
Who sets the fashions? Sometimes 
an original idea emanates from a hum­
ble workwoman, and after fusion In 
the brain and improvements and sug­
gestions given by the great autocrat It 
emerges, Minerva-llke, In full panoply, 
complete and victorious. Numbers of 
diligent seekers, a horde of assistants, 
voluminous notes, sketches, ideas, are 
pressed into the service. Artists leud 
their willing services, while the sarto­
rial adept combines, exaggerates, al­
ters old modes, culling, like the bee, 
flowers of fancy here and there until 
the bright vision of beauty is realized 
and tbe forthcoming styles are decided 
on.—London Graphic.
W hy the Men At*«* AUoivptl t«» IiKlnlfte 
In AtliletU* Sj.orlH.
To see a thirteen iiu h gun loaded 
and fired is a sight not t > be forgotten. 
The projectile is thirteen indies in 
diameter, about three feet in length 
and weighs 1,100 pounds. The powder 
charge for target praetiee is 2o0 
pounds. Tbe cost for each shot is 
about $500. When nil is ready on tDo 
range the signal siren sounds, there is 
a blinding flash, a roar like thunder 
and a jarring shoek. Then you hear 
the whining screech of the shell, for 
all the world like a fast express round­
ing a sharp curve. The prujeetiie is 
visible almost from the time it leaves 
the gun. You see it rip llmmgh the 
target and strike the water beyond, 
throwing up u column of liquid many 
feet high. The shell skips, much like 
the flat stone ‘skipper” of our boy­
hood, and again a column of water 
shoots up two miles or more farther 
out, to be repeated time and again. 
The shell in its flight can he watched 
without the aid of glasses for eight 
miles or more in clear weather.
While the life of a sailor, from cap­
tain down to apprent ice, is an almost 
continual round of work, some time is 
found for athletic sports, such ns 
boat racing, football and baseball. The 
object of this is to give the men rec­
reation and at the same time to foster 
the spirit of competition. Besides, it 
makes the men easier to manage. The 
ship with a strong football or baseball 
team or the fastest race boat almost 
Invariably has a happy and easily  
managed crew—a crew that will swear 
that Its officers are the finest men in 
the world, and likewise the officers 
swear by such a crew. Some ships 
have training tables for their athletic 
teams, the expense usually being de­
frayed by the officers. The team or 
boat crew, as the case may he, is 
petted hv the officers and idolized by 
the crew, and for some time before a 
hard contest the men are excused from 
various duties in order that they may 
give more time to training.
Every battleship and cruiser lias its 
race boat, purchased by contributions 
from officers and men. Tne prices paid 
for these boats is. as a rule, contingent 
upon their winning certain speelttod 
races. Tlio builders are w illing to take 
a chance, knowing that the crew will do 
its best to win. For a winning boat the 
price is often as much as $1,000, while 
for a boat that proves less speedy the 
builder w ill accept $500 or less. On the 
result of a fleet boat race as much as 
$30,000 has been known to change 
hands, and largo sums are also 
wagered on baseball and football 
games. This is, of course, contrary to 
the letter of the regulations; but tbe 
sporting Instinct is ns strong In the 
navy as elsewhere—and It Is not alw ays 
possible to hold down the lid.-—Leslie's 
Weekly.
T ilt l.iid  of the V/oi-M.
That the eariii wiil eventual!y dry up 
and all living things will die1 of thirst 
Is the theory of a scientific writer. He 
says that In both Africa and Asia, and 
Indeed in all the great levels of the 
world, the water beds are drying up. 
Many lakes well known during the his­
torical period have entirely disappear­
ed, while others are shrinking rapidly. 
"Explorations in central Asia have 
proved that for centuries a zone stretch­
ing from the oust to the southeast of 
this part of the czar's dominion has 
been drying up. Deserts are gradually 
spreading, and reports show that it is 
only in the neighborhood of mountains, 
round whose brows vapors condense 
and fall, that irrigation can be carried 
on or life itself can 1)*' prcservixl.”
Jiim t W liu t  H e M e a n t.
An American in London once attend­
ed a dinner where Henry Arthur Jones 
told a story about lieerbolmi Tree.
"Mi-. T - v .” said the playwright, “met 
a friend of In.; one afternoon in Urgent 
street.
"The two stood and om veru ’d n little 
while, and then Mr. T n e  said
“ ‘Have you been down to s>e me act 
lately, my hoy?’
" “No; too poor,’ said tlio otlit.r,
“ ‘Too poor,’ Mr. Tree exclaimed. 
‘Why, you spend enough on m ne and 
cigars' -
"Hut (he other, nettled, interiv■■pled.
“ ‘I don't mean I’m too poor. ' mean 
you’re too poor.’ ire said."
AswHsit M i f *  S sK f* tltlo s .
A primitive notion existed among the 
Bosnana and other races that a bridge 
was an offcase and Injury to tbe river 
god, as tt saved people from being 
Akowrnsd while fording or swimming 
norms tad robbsd ths deity of a certain 
0$ victims which were his due. 
centuries in Borne propltia- 
of htunan victims were 
NAdt WfWf year to the Tiber. Men 
and women were drowned by being 
Nmnfl and flung from the wooden 8ub- 
Uetan bridge, which, till nearly the end 
of the republican period, was the one 
and only bridge across the Tiber in
A eth ers* 1» mm m Professloa.
IVobody should write who is not firm­
ly potasssod of the ides that he has a 
vocation for literature and is not will­
ing to endure ths penalties of art for 
Bw flake of serving an art. If a person 
who writes in that spirit makes a liv­
ing he earns it  If he makes a fortune 
W  deserves it—New York Times.
C o i t l i  C orrespondence.
"I see that a letter supposed to have 
been written by Henry VIII. has just 
brought $2,000.”
"That’s nothing. A letter of mine 
just brought $10,000.”
"Indeed?”
"Yes; to a girl who sued me for 
breach of promise.’’—Louisville Cou­
rier-Journal.
T h e S eparation.
Mrs. Grogan—Keegan an’ his wife 
had a fierce scrap. Mrs. Hogan—An’ 
did they separate? Mrs. Grogan—They 
did, but Keegan was most dead before 
th’ cops could get th’ twisters on Mrs. 
Keegan an’ separate thim!—Puck.
C ra m p  In  t h e  I,o k ..
Feople wh > are subject to era rip in 
the legs should alw ays hi* provided 
with a good strong piece of cord, espe­
cially in their beer or is. Winai the 
cramp conics on take the cord, wind it 
round the leg over the pin••!'* wheio t 
is cramped, take an end in c.-n-li lcind 
and give it a sharp pull, one tin t will 
hurt a little, and the cramp will cease 
Instantly. I’eople much subject to 
cramp in bod have found great relief 
from v,'caring on each leg a garter of 
wide tape which has several thin slices 
of cork stitched on to it.
f\fohuo of fioreoloocire.
Whereas, Thaddeus J. Furse of Hixlgdon, 
in the C ount)- of Aroostook and State of 
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated March 
9th, 1903, recorded in the Aroostook Registry 
of Deeds in vol. 183, page 101, conveyed to 
the Houlton Savings Hank, a corporation 
duly incorporated under the laws of the State 
of Maine, a certain piece or parcel of land 
situate! in said Uodgdon, and being the east 
half of lots numbered nine (0) and ten (in; in 
the Second Range of lots in the North Div­
ision of said Hixlgdon, and the west half of 
lot numbered two (2) in the sixth Range of 
lots in the South Division of sai l Hixlgdon, 
together with all the buildings tlureou, and 
lx*ing the same premises described in a dixxl 
to suid Furse from Jacob W. Terrill and 
Cordelia K. Terrill dated September 22, 19»>2, 
recorded in said Registry in vol. 197, page 
;io, excepting and reserving however lioni 
said conveyance tin* wed half of lot number­
ed two (2i range six (ti) in said Hodgdon, more 
fully described in deed from said Furse to 
said Jacob \V. Terrill dated January 15th, 
19<>3, recorded in said Registry in vol 197, 
page 474.
Aud whereas, the said Houlton Savings 
Hank by its assignment datesi .Vug st lo, 
It Kin, and recorded in said Registry in voi. pxi, 
page 193, unsigned said mortgage and the debt 
thereby s<*cured to me the undersigned. Now 
therefore the condition of said mortgage is 
broken, by reason whereof J claim a fore­
closure of the same, and give this notice for 
that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, August M, i<xi5.
AN'DRFW R. VOI’ Xtl,
Hy Jus attorneys, Row Ki.’s^ A- Am )iii;a i j >.
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Petition of Katahdin F a rm e rs ’
T e le p h o n e  C o m p a n y .
To the Honorable Hoard of County Co »- 
missioners of A roostook :
The Katahdin Fanners’ Telephone Com­
pany hereby respectfully makes application 
for a written permit to erect telephone wiles 
and wires along the following named high­
way in Township l, Range 5, in Aroostook 
County, Maine.
The highway referred to in the above ap­
plication is as follows :
The west Aroostixik Road, so-called, in 
said Township Number One, Range Five, in 
said AroosUxik County.
Dated at Island Falls, July 17, 1905. 
KATAHDIN FARMERS' TELEPHONE 
COM RAN V.
Hy C. E. MILL1KEN, Pres.
B A N K R U P T ’S  P ET IT IO N  FOR D IS ­
CH A R G E.
in the matter of j
Adam M. Starkey, '■ In Hankruptcy.
Hankrupt. )
To the I lex . (T.arknuk IIa i.k, Judge of tin* 
District Court of the United States for the 
District of Maine.
ADAM M .:STARKEY of Houlton, in 
the County of Aroostook and State of Maine, 
in said District, r.tsp«*ctfully represents,
that on the 13th day of May, last past 
lie was duly adjudged bankrupt,
under the Acts of Congress relating to bank­
ruptcy ; tiiat lie luts duly surrendered all his 
property and rights of property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of said 
Acts mid of tlie orders of Court touching his 
bunkuiptey.
Wm.UKi oiiK iik l’UAYs, That he may 
)x* decreed by tlie Court to have a full dis- 
chaige (loin all debts provable against his es- 
tat* uiulH' siii*l bankruptcy Arts, rvrrpt sur.h 
debts as arc excepted hy law from such dis­
charge.
Dated this 7th day of Auz. A. D 1905 
ADAM M. STARKEY,
Hankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON. 
District of Maine, ss.
F0K DISCHARGE
In Hankruptcy.
i I \ i.k. Judge of 
l " mild States for
STATE OF MAINE. 
Aroostook, ss .-- Court of County Com’rs. 
July Adj. Term Held July 28, 1905.
Upon the foregoing petition it is ordered! 
that notice thereof be given by publishing a j 
copy of said petition and this order thereon, 
in the Aroostook 'Times, a newspaper printed , 
and published at Houlton, in said County, and 
that a hearing thereof lie given at the Com 
missioners’ Office in Court House, at Houlton, 
in said County, on Tuesday, Sept. 5, 1905, at 
3 o’clock in the afternoon, at which time and 
place residents and owners of property upon 
die highways to lx? alfeeted by the granting 
of the pennit applied for, and all other persons 
interested shall nave full opportunity to show 
cause why such pennit should not be grant**]. 
Said notice tube given at least fourteen (14) 
days before said hearing.
SAME EL C. GREEN I,AW, ) Co. Com’rs. 
LEWIS E. JACKMAN, } of 
CIIARI.ES E. DUNN. \ Aroostook Co 
Attest. MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk. 
A true copy of petition and order thereon. 
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk.
BANKRUPT'S PETH ’ON
In die matter of i 
i Spurgi-on . Brown, '
; Raukrupt. 1
To tlie llllN. <’ l ■. e I ;n, ; 
die District Cm it of th,. 
tlie District of Maine.
SRIRGFON I. BROWN, of Smyrna, 
1,1 . t,l(1 County of Anxwuxik,
and State of Maine, in said District, 
respectfully represents that on the htb 
day of A >il v u r  past, he was
duly adjudged liaukrupt under the Acts
of Congress relating to . Bankruptcy; 
that lie has duly surrendered all his 
property and rights of property, and 
has full) complin! with all the 
requirements of said Arts anil of the 
orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
WHKunami-: m r o w  ,. That lie may 
liedecreod l y the Court to have a full dis­
charge from all debts pio\able against his es­
tate under said bankrupt*) '• t s, except such 
debts as are excepted !*, fm nom such dis­
charge.
Dated this Pth *!.i\ of Aug., A. I)., 1905 
STURGEON J. BROWN 
Hankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
D istrict  o f  M a i m :, s s .
On this 19th da\ of Aug., A. I). 1905, 
on reading tlie foregoing petition, it is—
hearing 
8th day 
Court 
at 10
o'clock in the forenoon; mid that notice 
thereof lx* published in the Aroostook
'limes, a newspaper printix! in said 
District, and that all known creditors, and 
other persons in interest, may appear at the 
said time and place, and show cause, if any 
tlie)’ have, why tlie prayer of .said petitioner 
should not be granted.
A nd  it is ki ri  i i i ;r Or d k r k d  by t h e  
Co u r t , That the Clerk shall send by mail to 
all known creditors copies of said petition and 
this order, addressed to them at their places of 
residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable C i.arknvk  H ale ,
Indue of the said Court and the seal thereof Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, jiK-ige - -e saia - -ol^ J“ia tne seat tnereot, ai; j>ortian<j, ]n said District, on the 19th day
Rortland, in said District, at 10 o'clock in the 
forenoon; and that notice, thereof lx* publish­
ed in tlie A mistook Times, a newspaper 
printed in said District, and that all known 
creditors, and.other jiersons*in interest, may 
appear at the said time and place, and show 
cause, if any t hey have, why tlie prayer of 
said ixititioner should not be granted. 
a N1> IT IS FI KT UKR OKDERKI) HY THK 
Court, TJiat the Clerk shall send by mail 
to all known creditors copies of said petition 
and this order, adressed to them at their 
places of residence as stated"
Witness tlie Honorable Cla renoe Hale
at Portland, in said District, on tlie 19th day 
of Aug., A. i). 1905.
(l . s.) JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk. 
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
: JA
135
Attest: MES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Mother Gray, a nurse in New York, dis­
covered an aromatic pleasant herb drink for 
women’s ills, called A UST R A LI AN- L E A F. 
It is the only safe month regular. Cures fe­
male weaknesses and Backache, Kidney and 
Bladder and U rinary troubles. At all drug­
gists or by mail 50 cts. Sample free. Address 
The Mother Gray Co.,'IreRoy, N. Y.
k S ta t e  of Maine.
A roostook, ss. Clerk of Courts Office 
Houlton, Aug. 17,1905.
The following named persons have filed in 
this office their application in writing accord­
ing to the Statutes of the U nited States for 
naturalization, to be heard at the next term of 
the S. J. Court to be held at Houlton, on tlie 
3rd Tuesday of September, 1905.
Maurice Hurtt, Bridgewater 
K. J . McKee, Presque Isle 
Isaac Bishop, Linneus 
I amis Daniels, Ashland 
Thomas Michaud, Fort Keut 
A. L. Dugaid, Fort Kent 
Albane Michaud, Fort Kent 
Arthur Duprey, Fort Kent 
Burnham C. Holmes, Ashland 
John Theuser, New Sweden 
August Sevenson, Caribou 
Marvin Belyea, Castle llill 
ludson C. Briggs, Caribou 
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk.
334
of Aug. A. D. 1905 
l . s.j JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order the) eon.
135 Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge
Jn tlie matter of 
George Thomas,
Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy
For Sale.
I offer for sale my house lot ob Main 
St., at a bargain. Also one Re­
frigerator, some Lamps one single 
wagon.
•  W. SHAW .
QUAKER RANGES
To the Ho.v. Ci.arknik  Ha i.k, Judge of
the District Court of the United States for
tlie District of Maine.
GEORGE 111 DMAS, of Houlton, 
in the County of Anxistook, and State of 
Maine, in said District, respectfully rep­
resents, that on the l st  day of July, 
lastjpast, lie was duly adjudged bankrupt 
under the Acts of Congress relating lo 
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered 
all his property and rights of property, and 
has fully complied with all tlie require­
ments of said Acts and of tlie orders of 
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Whkkefork hk i*kav s, Tiiat he may 
be decreed by tlie Court to have a full 
discharge from all do» ts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except 
such debts as are excepted by law from 
such discharge.
Dated this 3rd day of Aug., A. D. 1905.
GEORGE THOMAS, 
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON. 
District of Maine, ss.
On this 19th day of Aug., A. D. 1905, on 
reading the foregoing petition, it is — 
Ordered  by' the Court, That a hearing 
be had upon the same on the 8th day of 
Sept., A. I). 1905, before said Court at Port­
land, in said District, at 10 o'clock in the fore­
noon; and that notice thereof be published 
in the Aroostook Times, a newspaper prinL 
ed in said District, tiiat all known creditors, 
and other persons in interest, nay appear at 
the said time aud place, anu show cause, if 
any they have, why tlie prayer of said 
petitioner should not be giuntal.
A nd it rs Further Ordered  by the 
Court, That tlie Clerk shall send by mail to 
all known creditors copies of said petition and 
this order, addressed to them at their places of 
residence as state !.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, 
Judge of tlie sail! Court, and the seal thereof, 
at Portland, in said District, on the 19th day 
of Aug., A. D. 1905.
i.. s.) JAMES E. HEWEY,* Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JANIES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
said «
before
cooked 
"if I
father to
▲ dwarf ssss farther than tbs giant
f c . t a . t t .  m u f t  rtonWer to | BUot
Pnvinar th *  W ay.
"Has Harold asked your 
give his consent?”
"He told father last night that he had 
made $5,000 in a real estate deal, so I 
suppose he’s asking him on the install­
ment plan.”—Milwaukee Journal.
No man is matriculated to the art of 
life till he has been well tempted.—
Tlio Tool* He Iiiirkcil.
"Why don’t you go to work?’ 
charitable woman to a trnniji 
whom she had placed a nicely 
meal.
“1 would,” replied tbe vagrant, 
had tlie tools.”
"What sort of tools do you want?” 
asked (he hostess.
"A knife and fork,” said the tramp.— 
Tit-Bits.
Wo E a t Too Font.
"The trouble is that we ent too fast,” 
said the man who worries about Irealth.
"That’s right,” answered the man 
who worries about money. "Some of 
us eat so fast tiiat our incomes can’t 
keep up with our grocery hills.”--Wash­
ington Star. j
He who comes up to his own idea of ( 
greatness must always have hud a very j 
low stuudard of it in his miiuL--IIaz- 
litt !
The Fire Box in all Quaker Ranges 
will take a 14 inch stick of wood the 
full size of the box.
Honltoo Furniture Company
V IN E G A R
Q U A L I T Y
The question of pure Vino- 
gar is a ser ous one in these 
days of injurious adultera­
tions; and our friends will be 
pleased to know that we exer­
cise particular care in select­
ing our brands of this uni­
versally used commodity. We 
sell H. J , Heinz Co. V’liegars 
only--the most reliable in the 
market, and we guarantee 
them to be as represented. 
H E I N Z  MALT VINEGAR 
HEINZ PICKLING VINE­
GAR.
HEINZ CIDER VINEGAR 
each the best in its class, and 
all absolutely pure and whole­
some.
A. H. Berry & Son
Strictly Jt ash Grocery andJJ 
Meat Market : { 
70 Main St. Houlton, Me!
THE NEW WAY TO CURE DYSPEPSIA
P EP S O ID S  D E S TR O Y  D IS E A S E  G E R M S  O F  T H E  S T O M A C H . TR Y  A B O T T L E — FR EEi
Pepsoids cure the worst forms of Dys 
pepsia and all other Acute or Chronic 
Stomach Disorders byrepairing the
out lining of the stomach and destroys cents a bottle on an absolute guarantee to weak stomachs are always in'm isery.
Wc will send Pepsoids have made thousands ofpeopls 
in this way never returns. Pepsoids is you, if yon have notnsed Pepsoids before, happy by giving them what nature ln-
all disease germs. Dyspepsia once cured cure, or money Mfnnded.
 ns  _ w
not a patent medicine, but the successful a 50-cent bottle FREE; merely send us tended everyone^hould possess—a strong 
prescription of Dr. Oidman who has your name and address, and you will re- and healthy stomach, so as io enjoy the 
cured thousands of cases of Chronic ceive promptly a full sized bottle. You do best there is in life. Try Pepsoids to-day. 
Stomach Troubles, among them Cancer not obligate yourself to pay a cent. All we price only 50 cents a bottle at drug store, 
of the Stomach. It cost more money to ask after Pepsoids have cured or greatly Or you may have a full sized bottle free by 
produce Pepsoids than any similar prepa- benefit ted you is, that you recommend writing the Medical Department of The 
ration on the market, owing to the large Pepsoids to yemr friends. Every man Vio Chemical Co., Chicago, 111. 9
Sold and recommended by ROBT. J. CO CHR AN , Houlton, KINCAID & W ILSON, Mars!Hill, M «.
The Aroostook Times Friday, August S»S, 1905.
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Having decided to go out of the Dry Goods Business I will put on sale the Entire 
Stocks of Tw o Stores 73 and 75 Main Street, Houlton, Maine,
M O N D A Y  M O R N I N G  
A U G U S T  2 8 t h , 19 0 5.
Realizing the important growing demand for Ready-to-Wear Garments for Ladies, Misses and Children, i have 
' decided to make a Clean Cut of the Dry Goods Business, and will ;n the future carry a very extensive line of Ladies*,
;  Mlnnr~* and Children’s Cloaks, Suits and Furnishings........................................................................................................................
— — — — — — —  ' ...............■ ■■■■■'■.....  -
PLAIN FACTS IN A NUTSHELL :
A new stock ot Dry Goods to be 
dosed out at once.
The Dry Goods sign must come 
down.
One store must be vacated in a 
few weeks.
Prices will be made low enough 
to move the stock.
If you want Bargains now is the 
time. You are not asked to come 
to a Clearance Sale of Old Shop 
Worn Goods.
Everything in woolen goods is 
worth today 20 per cent more than 
when bought owing to the rapid 
advance in raw material.
Facts like the above will be 
swept aside.
Prices will be put on the stock 
to move it—regardless of cost, re­
gardless of value.
Now is the time to get ready for 
winter. Now is the time a $ in­
vested will bring more than 100 
cents in value.
LOOK THROUGH THIS LIST AND SEE WHAT
YOU NEED FOR FALL AND WINTER.
Dress goods, Black and Colors,
Scotoh Flannel Waistings, Dress 
Trimmings, Linens, Linings, Sheet 
ings, Pillow Case Cotton, Crashes,
Tiokings, Lonsdale, Cambric, Long 
Cloth,White Goods, Bed Spreads,
Readymade Sheets & Pillow cases,
Blankets, Bed Puffs, Cotton Batten 
Linen Damask Napkins.
Big Clearance Sale in the Garment Store.
To make room for Winter Garments, and to close every Suit, Coat, Skirt, 
W aist, Rain Coat, Jacket, Shirt W aist Suit, Childrens Dresses, Skirts Etc.
P rices  like  th e  th e  follow ing w ill m ake  i t  a n  inducem en t, $5.00 Skirts at $3.75, $4.00 Skirts at $2.75, $3.00 Skirts a t  $2.00, $2.50 S k ir ts  
a t $1.75. JACKETS—$10.00 J a c k e ts  a t  $6.50, $7.50 Ja c k e ts  at $5.0o, $5.00 Jackets at $2.90, $4.00 Jackets at $2.48.
Towels, Flannels for Waists and 
Wrappers, Outing Flannel, Prints, 
Percales, Galatea cloth, Covert 
cloth, Eiderdown Flannel, Silk, 
Velvet, Velveteen, Sheet Wadding, 
Laces, Hamburgs, Cretonnes, Silk- 
ateen, Curtain Muslin, Sraw Mat­
ting, Table Oil cloth, Dress Muslin 
Sateen, Silesia, cambrics, Knitting 
cotton.
Everything that sells by the 
yard must be closed out.
Prices on paper will not con­
vince you of the striking prices 
offered.
Come and see for yourself. 
First come, first served.
All Suits in stock at less than cost.
Garments.
Tell your neighbors and friends about the closing out sale of Dry Goods and 
The stock will be measured and put in shape to sell
MONDAY MORNING, AUGUST
SrsS L L MoLEQD
28, 1905.
Remember 
the Place !
The™Aroostook Times, Friday. August £5£S, 1905,
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Arrangem ent of Trains 
in Effect 
June 6,1905. 
Enllman Oar Service. 
Ju n es , 1905
ta lim a n  Parlor Oar on 
train leaving Houlton 
•A A4I5 a. m. tand Ban­
g o r a t  8.96 p. m
Pullm an Sleeping Car 
on  tra in  leaving Houl­
ton  a t 8.40p. m. and 
Boston a t 7.00 p. m.
Unto farther notice trains will leave 
Hoollonae fallows:
•SIAM—for and arriviiig at^Island Falls 
• l t i n ,  Fatten 1140a m,| Millinockett 
lOfaara, Bvownvllleu 82am, Oldtown 
IS fa O n  ficngorl 06 pm, Portland 5% 
t a t  JMon 906 pm.
• N a m —for And arriving at Littleton 8 46 a 
m  Man HID A S l a  m, Fort Fairfield 
104Aam, ProsqueIsle 1004am, Caribou 
10 80 a ns, Van Boren 1155 a m.
U 18 am—for and arriving at Smyrna Mills 
1901a m, Maaardls H ip  m, Ashland 
188p n . Portage I68p  m, Fort Kent 
880 ym
lllB p  m for and arriving at Bridgewater 
198 p as Mar Hill ana Blaine 1 41 p m, 
Fraaqoa Ida 314pm, Caribou 240pm 
How Sweden 445pm, Van Buien535,
I ni, tort Fairfield 2 SO p m, Limestone 88 p m.
; at Island ;FalIs
_ _________ pm, Millinockett
Brownvllle 533 pm, Oldtown 
gngor 7 25 p m, Portland 1 05 
i530a m.
r w - _  And arriving at Smyrna Mills 
J8B pm, Howe Brook 8 04 p m, Masaidis 
848 pm, Ashland 910 pm.
• 48 p M -for and arriving at Island Falls 7 42 
£ 3 :MpMnootatt860pm, Ban.' r 1130 
• fn O u d  a m  gm, Boston7 20am. 
8 08 p x*-#or and arriving at Bridgewater 8 50 
ft au Man Hfil and Blaine 9 04 p m, 
M d O r ld e  834pm, Caribou 1000 p 
m, Vert Fairfield 9 50p m.
ARRIVALS.
18 pm for and 
819 pm, Patten 4
4 22pm,
080r
ABip .
The Ideal 
Women’s Shoes
ARE OF FAULTLESS FIT
Designed by a Woman to 
suit. Woman’s Needs.
Supports arch of foot 
resting entire body.
Allen T. Smith,
Exclusive Agent.
BOSTON SHOE STORE.
8 SO a m—taaving Fort Fairfield 6 26 a m, 
. Q u A n  « 99 a m, Presque Isle 6 47 a m, 
IB n ltH  and Blaine 7 18 a m, Bridge- 
watar 7 85 a m.
8 98 a » —leaving B ston 7 00 p m. Portland 
1088p a®, Bangor 3 23 a m, Millinockett 
018am, Sherman 7 03a m, Island Falls 
T B a a  OakfigM 7 43am, Ludlow 759 
a m, New Llmer ok 8 08 a m.
U l i  lsaringAshland7 20am, Masardis
IS 88
t o t  man Smarnm Mills 8 50 a m, Ludlow 
018 am, New Limerick 9 21 am.
Boston 9 45 p m, Portland
• 10
s s
u i  — —» ------------- ,  _ , ----------9 8 8 a m, Bugor 710 a m, Oldtown 7 47 
0 Mb BamranDe 9 07 * m, Millinockett 
O f  am, Fatten 906am, Island Falls 
S S a a a
Fort Fslrfiekl 1130 a m, 
ifsvlOam, Caribou 1 2 1 0 pm. 
M l 12 38 p m, Mars Hill and 
Oopm, Bridgewater 1 25 pm, 
‘ 148pm.
ng Fort Kent 1110 a m. Port- 
1840pm, Ashland 106pm, Ludlow 
IBM,NewLtaneriok 3llpm. 
•SOfM ahttag Van Boren260pm, Fort Mil406pm, Caribcn4 40pm, Pres- 
S  f  07 pm, Man Hill and Blaine 
piA, Brifcmtor 5 50 p m.
8 < > |t t  lAWfag Boston 800am, Portland 
N A t tM K S S p iD ,  Oldtown355 
M. Vowavie 4 50 p m, Millinockett 
6 05pm, Sherman6 45 
_  7 06 pm-
Oen’l Pxas’r and Ticket
Residence for Sale on 
Highland Ave.
Entirely owing to my increasing 
deafness we have decided to sell our 
home on the Highlands and move south. 
This is an opportunity for some one to 
get a real home place, good house, 
plenty of land, fine garden well stocked 
with small fruit and in one of the very 
best neighborhoods in town. For terms 
call at 29 Highland Ave.
H. M. ORRISS
Notice.
„ Houlton, Me., Aug. 10,1905.
To the Selectmen of Houlton:
I wish to resliingle the roof of the “Gould 
Building,” so-called, on the south side of 
Market Square, and respectful])' request 
license to do so.
(Signed) JULIA O. WEST.
On the foregoing application of Julia O. 
West, ordered that a hearing on same will be 
had at the Selectmen’s office in Houlton, on 
Monday, the 28th day of August, 1905, at 
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and that said 
application and this order or notice thereon 
be published three times in succession prior 
to said hearing, in the Aroostook Times, 
that all interested may then appear aud be 
heard.
Houlton, Me., Aug. 10,1905.
THOMAS P. PUTNAM,) Selectmen
.................... " " " ...............d  *HJALMAR EDBI.AI), FRANK A. PEABODf, 
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Houlton.
Telegraphers
NEEDED.
Annually, to fill the new positions created by 
Railroad and Telegraph Companies. We
want YOUNG ME1 
habits, to
n , w  
and LADIES of good
. BBOWN. General Superintendent. 
KiL, Juna 5,1905.
Hew York 
Decorating 
Company
Plain and Ornamental 
Painting and Paper Hanging
Shop 64 High Street. 
TOtopfame No. 55-3
" A N A D f o N o  
N- / ' P A C I F I C  \\1
BaNUra June 4th, 1905.
Tntne DaOrBucpt Sunday Except Other­
wise Stated. 
DEPARTURES.
Mixed, Week days for S t 
S t Andrews.
andSt John < 
East; Vanoeboro, Bangor, 
Portland, Boston, etc. 
Express, Week days for 
Woodstock, and all points 
North: Presque Isle, Ed- 
mundston, Riviere du 
Loup A Quebec.
Mixed, Week days for 
MoAdam, St Stephen, 
(St Andrews after July 
1st,); Vanoeboro, Bangor, 
Portland, Boston, etc., 
Montreal and points West; 
Fredericton, St John and 
points East.
BMttPl8J0p.m. Mixed for Woodstock, NjQElioWO B.
ARRIVALS.
19 JO a. m.
B10J0.
1 4.40 p. m. 
9 5.40.
r lA.ni.J8.
mJ0A.m.
elIJ 8
Mixed Week days from 
Woodstock.
Mixed Week days from 
St. John and East; Fred­
ericton, St Stephen, (St 
Andrews after July 1st) 
Boston, Montreal and 
points West
i&45a. m. Mixed Week days from 
16,45. Woodstock, and north 
Presque Ial% Edmond- 
ston, and Riviere du 
Loup, and Fredericton, 
eta, via Gibson Branch. 
Mixed Week days from 
St John, and East; Fred­
ericton, St Stephen, St 
i Andrews. Vanoeboro, 
Banfor, Portland and Bos-
0 , 1 1  USSHjfc&G. P. A. Montreal.
SSM&t*
LEARN TELEGRAPHY
Mid R. R. ACCOUNTING.
We furnish 75 per cent, of the Onerator 
and Station Agents in America. Our six 
schools are the hugest exclusive Telegraph 
School* in the world. Established 20 )aars 
and (indorsed by all lending Railway officials.
We execute a 8250 Bona to every student 
to furnish him or her a position paying from 
840 to 860 a month in States east of the Rooky 
Mountains, or from 875 to $100 a month in 
States west of the Rookies, Immediately upon 
graduation.
Students can enter at anytime. No vaoa- 
tiqps. For full particulars regarding any of 
our Schools write direct to our executive offloe 
at Cincinnati, 0. Catalogue free.
r ,i3 flirs eSchool of
Telegraphy.
Cincinnati. Ohio. 
Atlanta, Qa. 
Texarkana, Tex.
Buffalo, N. Y 
LaCrosse, Wis 
San Francisco, Oal
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas, Lillie A. Harris and Emerson 
Harris both of Mars Hill, Aroostook County, 
Maine, on the seventh day of March, A. D. 
1904, by their mortgage deed of that date, 
recorded in vol. 203, page 189, of the Aroos­
took Registry of Deeds at Houlton, conveyed 
to me two certain parcels of real estate situate 
in Mars Hill, aforesaid, bounded and described 
as follows:—One parcel beginning at a stake 
standing on the south line of lot No. 103, in 
said Mars Hill, one hundred and seventy- 
seven (177) rods westerly along said south 
line from the southeast comer of said lot; 
thenoe north seventy-two (72) degrees west 
one hundred sixty-nine (105)) and one-half 
rods to the east line of Westfield Plantation; 
thenoe north eighteen (18) degrees east along 
said Plantation line thirty-seven (37) rods to 
a stake standing on the southwest corner of 
land owned by Samuel Craig: thenoe south 
seventy-two (72) degrees east one hundred and 
sixty-nine and one-half (1G9 1-2' rods to a 
stake standing on the southeast corner of land 
owned by Samuel Craig; thence south 
eighteen degrees (18) degrees west thirty-seven 
rods to the place of beginning, containing 
thirty-nine (39) and one-fifth (1-5) acres. Such 
described parcel of land being a part of lots 
Nos. 103 and 112 in said town of Mars Hill. 
The other parcel, beginning at a stake stand­
ing on the southeast corner of lot numbered 
one bandied three (103) in said town of Maxs 
Hill; thence north seventy-two degrees (72) 
west along the south line of said lot No. ioj 
one hundred seventy-seven (177) rods to a 
stake; thence north 18 degrees east eighty (80) 
rods to a stake standing on the northeast cor­
ner of a piece of land oonveyed by Frank 
Dinsmore to Samuel Craig; thence south 72 
degrees east, one hundred seventy-seven (177) 
rods to a stake standing on the east line of said 
lot No. 103; thence south 18 degrees we t 
eighty (80) rods to the place of Beginning, 
containing eighty-eight (88) and one-half (1-2) 
acres, and being a part of lot No. 103, mean­
ing and intending to convey the same pro­
mises conveyed to the said Lillie A. Harris by 
Sarah J. Weston and others, all the heirs at 
law of Franklin Dinsmore late of said Mars 
Hill by their deed dated Feb. 29, 1904. Re­
corded Houlton Registry to which reference 
is made.
And whereas, the condition of said mort-
ige is broken and remains broken, now 
«ierefore. by reason of the breach of the con­
ditions of said mortgage, I claim a foreclosure 
thereof, and give this notice far that purpose.
Dated at Houlton, Me., this eighth day of 
June, A. D. 1905.
GEORGE L. PENNINGTON, 
By his attorneys, Shaw & Lbwih. 
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KIDNEYS ARE THEY WELL?
Unless they a re , good health is  im possible.
Every drop of blood in the body passes through and is filtered by healthy kidneys every three minutes. Sound 
kidneys strain out the impurities from the blood, diseased kidneys do not, hence you are sick. F O L E Y ’S KIDNEY 
CURE makes the kidneys well so they will eliminate the poisons from the blood. It removes the cause of the 
many diseases resulting from disordered kidneys which have allowed your whole system to become poisoned.
Rheumatism, Bad Blood, Gout, Gravel, Dropsy, Inflammation of the Bladder, Diabetes and Bright’s Disease, 
and many others, are all due to disordered Kidneys. A  simple test for Kidney disease is to set aside your urine 
in a bottle or glass for twenty-four hours. If there is a  sediment or a cloudy appearance, it indicates that your 
kidneys are diseased, and unless something is done they become more and more affected until Bright’s Disease 
or Diabetes develops.
F O L E Y ’S KIDN EY CURE is the only preparation which will positively cure all forms of Kidney and 
Bladder troubles, and cure you permanently. It is a safe remedy and certain in results.
If You are a sufferer, take FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE aft once. It will make you well.
Some Pronounctd Incurable
Mr. G. A. Stillson, a merchant of Tampico, 111., writes: “ FOLEY’S 
KIDNEY CURE is meeting with wonderful success. It has cured 
some cases here that physicians pronounced incurable. I myself am 
able to testify to its merits. My face today is a living picture of health 
and FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE has made it such .”
Had Lumbago and Kldnoy Troubla
Edward H uss, a well known business man of Salisbury,Mo., write*: 
“ I wish to say for the benefit of others, that I was a sufferer from 
lumbago and kidney trouble, and all the remedies I took gave me no 
relief. I began to take FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE, and after the use of 
three bottles I am cured.’’
Two Sizes, 50 Gents and $1.00. 
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
ROBT. J. COCHRAN, Agent, Houlton, Maine.
Lamson &  Hubbar u
Spring Styles 1905
Lamson A Hubbard bats are 
always becoming, comfortable, 
stylish and line in quality
For sale by
S . F R I E D M A N  & CO.
RICKER CLASSICAL INSTITUTE
PRACTICAL EDUCATION.
Prepares young Men and Women for 
College, Teaching and a useful life,
FOUR COURSES OF STUDY.
Drill U ltlls  for your neighbors.
We can atari you in n paying business on 
small capital. Machines o:my anil simple to 
operate. Write for free illustrated 'ntalogue 
and full information.
Star Drilling Machine Co.
Office : ic>4Pulton St., N. Y.
Nasal
CATARRH
In ail Its ettges there 
■hould be cleanliness.
Ely’s Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals 
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drive* 
away a cold in the be*d 
quickly.
Cream B alm  is placed Into the nostrils, spreads 
over the mmhrane and Is absorbed. Relief is Im­
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does 
not produce snoeaing. I.arge Size, 50 cents at Drug­
gist < <>r by mail; Trial Siee, 10 cents by mail.
ELY  BROTHERS, 6ft Warren Street, .New York.
m .t t a n
EXPENSES VERY LOW.
Fall Term  of 14 Weeks Begins September 5.
For further particulars regarding Board, Tuition, and 
other Information regarding the School, apply to
E. C. HARMON, Principal, 
H O U L T O N ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -
Mothers 1 Mothers I Mothers 1
Ii<Kv many children are at this season 
feverish and constipated, with bad stomach
EASTERN STEAMSHIP 
BANGOR DIVI8I0N.
SUMMER SERVICE.
SIX TRIPS A WEEK TO BOSTON.
Commencing Monday, May 1, 1905, steam­
ers leave Bangor daily, except .Sunday at
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Lei toy, N. Y. , r, . . . .  . Q , . . „’ ! From Boston daily except Sunday at 5 p. hi.
From Rockland daily, except Monday, at 
r>.3t) a. m., via. Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, 
and Wiuterport.
From Searsnort and Hampden Tuesdays, 
twice a day and do not know what crop fail-1 Thursdays ami Sundays, 
ures mean. “Strout’s Spring List" describes All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers 
many big trades in Milk and Cream Farms. J of this company is insured against fire and 
Some have stock and tools included. For free ' marine risk.
copy address E. A. Strout, Kents Iliil Maine. _  ....................  ......__
H arvest Twice'a Day.
Kennebec Valley Dairy Fanners harvest
814
A f i T H O D T
K - 3
F A R  M 1
1237 Farm Hunters answered our news­
paper advertising during J uly.
If you want to get a quick, cash sale 
write today for our FREE description 
blanks, so that your farm may be brought 
to the attention of these Farm Buyers. - 
We require no advance payment— , , ,  ,
“ Strout’s Bargain List” of big trades tent. Conic and
how much
J u s t
Two
things a requir­
ed to make a 
real bargain.
A satisfied buy­
er and a satis­
fied seller.
There will he 
no doubt  of 
your sat is fact ion 
if you come 
hare for your
Piano.
And will lie a 
satisfaction 
which will grow 
as you put  the
Instrument
theto service
mailed free. / O
E . A . STROUT FARM AGENCY,
ISO Nassau 8t., N.Y. Tremont Temple, BOSTON
For Sale.
A second hand Smith Premier type­
writer in good repair will be sold at 
very reasonable price. Apply at 
TIMES OFFICE or at residence of J. 
K. Osgood, Court St.
see
satisfaction may 
he had here at 
a moderate cost.
S e e  o u r  e x h i b i t  o i*
Gasoline Engines,
Wind Mills, Silos, Tanks,
Pumps, 
Feed 
Cutters, 
Feed 
Grinders 
and Cord 
Wood 
Saws
{Call whether 
\ 011 want to 
buy or not.
Our goods will be exhibited at Bangor, Presque 
Isle, Lewiston, Waterville and Farmington Fairs.
Stevens Tank &  Tower Co
A U B U R A .  M A I N E .
■Vy. ^ "
HAGERMAN
&  ASTLE,
66 Main Street, Houlton
Houlton Business College
FALL MERM, SEPT. 11,1905.
Business is busin ss. It isn’t play. It is isn’t 
make-believe. It deals with dollars and is tether­
ed to time. A business college must be practical— 
and that is the course we are giving.
A postal will bring you full particulars.
O. A. HODGINS, Prin., Houlton, Me.
